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Key Technology introduces Zephyr™
next-generation horizontal-motion conveyor
Key Technology, a member of the Duravant
family of operating companies, introduces
Zephyr™, the next-generation horizontal-motion
conveyor. Featuring a patented direct drive with
a counterbalance system, Zephyr’s unique
motion profile gently moves product with
no segregation or stratification and at higher
capacities than can be achieved with other
horizontal motion conveyors. Zephyr minimizes
bounce, which reduces product damage, noise
and loss of seasoning and other coatings to
maintain product quality.

“Designed for food processors who
want gentle handling, our field-proven Zephyr
conveyor offers higher throughput, reduced
maintenance and a modular design that’s more
readily customized than other horizontal-motion
shakers on the market,” said Jim Ruff, Vice
President of Process Systems and Integrated
Solutions at Key Technology. “We are excited to
add this product to Key’s portfolio – it enables us
to provide the widest range of conveyor types
and available options on the market. We’re able
to supply each customer with the best system
for their application and integrate multiple
systems into seamless solutions.”

Zephyr is ideal for frozen bulk foods like
potato products, fruits, vegetables, meat and
poultry as well as dry products like nuts and
cereals. Powered by a unique counterbalanced
direct drive, this high-capacity conveyor utilizes
horizontal movement to gently slide and convey
product without bouncing. With virtually no
vertical loft, Zephyr reduces product breakage
and the loss of coatings such as seasoning,
batter and certain types of oil while limiting
system noise to 75 decibels or less. Its self-
cleaning horizontal motion reduces the chance
of product build-up and the counterweight drive
minimizes floor vibration.

Offering up to twice the throughput of
other horizontal motion conveyors, Zephyr
moves product at rates of up to 12.2meters (40
feet) per minute.

Zephyr features robust construction
with a stainless steel conveying bed and drive
housing, sanitary grounding arms, long-life
bearings and scalloped flat bars, which together
maximize sanitation, ease cleaning and reduce
maintenance. Every aspect of the system utilizes
sanitary design and manufacturing principles.
Carbon fiber springs with food-safe coating
further improve lifespan and sanitation. Zephyr’s

simple drive system is powered by an electric
motor with few parts to ease maintenance – no
timing set up is required. This horizontal-motion
conveyor is available in four finishing standards,
offering rotary polished beds, ground and
polished welds and more to meet a variety of
different sanitation requirements.

Tailored for each customer application,
Zephyr’s bed can be up to 1 meter (3.3 feet)
wide and, depending on width, up to 7 meters
(23 feet) long with a product depth of up to 254
mm (10 inches). The drive can be located in any
position below the bed to support seamless
integration with other equipment in the line. Key
can equip Zephyr with a variety of bed options
including slide gates for scale feed distribution, a
discharge to enhance multi-head weighing or a

bias to spread the product when feeding a
downstream system. It can also be configured
with a stop-start mode for scale feeding or prod-
uct distribution. Zephyr can accommodate vary-
ing product flow rates with ease, maximizing the
flexibility of the system to meet a broad array of
customer requirements.

Suitable for integration with Iso-Flo®,
Impulse® and other vibratory conveyors from
Key, Zephyr rounds out the Smart Shaker®
conveying suite, providing customers with the
most complete range of conveyor technologies
from one manufacturer. Zephyr’s bed and
structural components are backed by Key’s
industry-leading, five-year warranty.

Key manufactures their conveying
systems in both the U.S. and Europe and
supports customers worldwide via Duravant’s
SupportPro service organization. This dedicated
team of service specialists provide technical
support such as installation, start-up, training,
preventative maintenance and 24/7 emergency
assistance as well as remote monitoring,
protection plans, upgrades, parts sales andmore
to help customers operate at peak performance.

For more information on Key’s
conveyors, visit https://www.key.net/en/our-
products/conveying/.

Send your news to
Terry Prior

at
terryprior@innovationsfood.com
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Loma Systems launch barcode
scanner for IQ4 metal
detector series
Providing an unrivalled level of experience and
expertise inmetal detection within food industry
production lines, ‘Check & Detect’ specialists,
LOMA SYSTEMS®, has recently launched a hand-
held barcode scanner aimed at creating
improvements in supply chain efficiency when
used with the IQ4 Metal Detector Series.

For lines withmultiple product switches
each day, operators will normally have to select
from a list of products via the Loma user inter-
face screen, to identify a new batch of products
being presented. There is now an alternative way
to identify a product that is quicker and more
accurate. Introducing Loma’s new Barcode
Scanner for the IQ4 Series, a GRYPHON D41
32-BK, that can be used to scan the packaged
product’s barcode and if the product has
previously been set-up the system will recall all
the product’s characteristics and can immedi-
ately start detecting for metal contaminants. The
barcode scanner is IP52 rated and corded.

The Barcode Scanner for the IQ4 is an
ideal alternative when a line has a high volume
of product changes per day or many products
stored in the system. With the new scanner, the
operator simply scans the packaging’s barcode,
thereby facilitating accurate and quick switching
in the system with no risk of selecting the
wrong product from the user interface product
selection screen.

Currently the barcode scanner is avail-
able on the IQ4 Rectangular Search Head for
both the IQ4 standard and RUN-WET® specifi-
cation conveyorized metal detector series.

For systems in the field, a service
engineer, or an accredited Loma engineer should
complete the installation. If a cradle / holster is
required to hold the scanner when not in use, it
should not bemounted to the IQ4 Search Head,
as the metal free zone should be respected.

To find out more about Loma Systems’
Barcode Scanner for the IQ4 Metal Detector
Series visit: www.loma.com/en/about-us/news-
press-releases/iq4-barcode-scanner.

Maximising the potential
of exhaust gases
HRS Exchangers recently supplied a G Series
gas cooling heat exchanger to food waste AD
plant operated by one of the UK’s leading waste
management companies.

The anaerobic digestion plant trans-
forms 45,000 tonnes of food waste from
domestic and commercial sources into renew-
able electricity and high value digestate
biofertiliser. From the beginning the plant had
been designed to be as efficient as possible and
included exhaust gas heat recovery. However,
when the original heat exchanger fitted to the
exhaust system failed after just a few years of
operation, the client approached HRS to provide

a more robust and reliable replacement.
The HRS G is a complete stainless-steel

multi-tube heat exchanger specifically designed
for exhaust gas cooling and thermal recovery.
The hot exhaust gases flows through the interior
tubes of the heat exchanger while the service
fluid, in this case water, flows though the
surrounding shell. The use of stainless steel is a
key factor in the longevity of the G Series and
rapid corrosion of the original carbon steel unit
was one of the reasons for the original’s failure.

Other design features include a bellows
to allow for thermal expansion, and a drain in the
header to allow the acidic condensate which
forms during operation to be removed, as well
as a hatch to allow to manual cleaning and
inspection.

In operation the new G Series heat
exchanger cools the exhaust gas from ~530˚C
to ~320˚C and the heat recaptured from the
process is used in the AD facility and to provide
hot water around the site. Since installation the
HRS G Series heat exchanger has performed so
well that HRS has been asked to quote for the
replacement of another unit which is used to
treat the digested sludge from the plant, with an
HRS DTI Series unit.
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Tetra Pak acquires
eBeam
development and
manufacturing
operations to
accelerate its
progress towards
more sustainable
packaging lines

Tetra Pak has announced its acquisition of
eBeam device development and manufacturing
operations from Comet AG, a globally leading
Swiss technology firm.

The acquisition consolidates the devel-
opment andmanufacturing capabilities in Comet
with Tetra Pak’s long-established eBeam devel-
opment and application engineering for food
packaging. This will further boost the company’s
ability to deliver sustainable and higher efficiency
filling lines for customers.

Laurence Mott, Executive Vice
President, Development & Engineering at Tetra
Pak, said: “In 2015 we launched the world’s first
filling machine that uses a low voltage electron
beam to sterilise packaging material, a technol-
ogy that we developed in collaboration with
Comet. Integrating the development andmanu-
facturing of the eBeam in-housewill enable us to
further optimise the technology for packaging
and enhance our low-carbon circular-economy
packaging equipment portfolio.

“This acquisition is in line with the
company’s strategic priority to drive the sustain-
ability transformation of our industry and
help customers reduce operational costs,
increase capacity and achieve their sustainability
targets.”

The eBeam sterilisation technology
works by focusing a controlled beam of
electrons on the surface of a packaging material
to kill micro-organisms as it runs through the
filling machine. This leads to more than 60%
improvement on production capacity, reaching
up to 40,000 portion packs per hour on a filling
line. It also significantly improves the environ-
mental performance, making water recycling
easier, lowering energy consumption by up to a
third, and cutting food waste.

Kevin Crofton, CEO of the Comet
Group said, “We are pleased that we have found
a good new ‘home’ for the ebeam lamps
business. We can now fully focus our talent and
resources on our core competencies in RF
plasma control and x-ray technologies that are
instrumental in creating a safer, more secure,
more efficient and sustainable world of manu-
facturing.”

Tetra Pak will continue the development
and production of eBeam devices at the current
site in Flamatt, Switzerland.

www.tetrapak.com

Loma’s new Barcode Scanner for the IQ4 Series
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Innovative technical upgrades by SIG have now
made it possible to reduce water consumption
up to 50% on new and already installed third
generation filling machines. This important
breakthrough is another step forward on SIG’s
Way Beyond Good journey – its roadmap to
becoming a net positive business.

This latest water saving innovation will
be included on all new SIG high-speed filling
machines, which can fill 24,000 small-size carton
packs per hour. The new technology is also avail-
able on most filling machines for carton packs
with a size of up to 1.100 ml with a capacity of
12,000 carton packs per hour. Most of SIG’s
third generation filling machines for small and
medium size carton packs can also be fitted
with a newly developed, and easy-to-fit, water
reduction conversion kit, which halves water
consumption by saving approximately up to 350
litres per hour.

As food and beverage companies
continue to prioritize the environmental impact
of products, to minimize overall footprint,
packaging plays an important part in the product
lifecycle. SIG carton packs offer proven environ-
mental benefits, compared to other packaging
alternatives, and SIG continues to work closely
with customers to reduce impact across the
entire value chain. With a waste rate of below
0.5%, SIG’s fast and efficient filling technology
plays a significant role inminimizing overall waste
in its customers’ factories.

Holger Schmidt, Head of Product
Management Technology at SIG: “Our newwater
saving technology, including the conversion kit,
ensures water pressure is reduced, water flows
more slowly and less is consumed, saving up to
350 litres per hour. The saving in water usage will

ensure the new technology pays for itself in the
longer term – a benefit to both business and the
environment.”

In the last two years, SIG’s technical
updates have helped its customers in Europe
save more than 115 tonnes in CO2 emissions
and 25,000m3 of water. SIG will continue to
work closely with customers to increase
efficiency, cut operating costs and reduce
environmental impact.

Holger Schmidt continued: “Our latest
innovation enables our customers to save water
quickly and easily and is a further step on our
Way Beyond Good journey. We continue tomake
our filling machines as efficient as possible to
minimize operating costs and environmental
impact.”

www.sig.biz

SIG reduces water
consumption on filling
machines up to 50%

Innovative technical upgrades by SIG have now made it
possible to reduce water consumption up to 50% on new
and already installed third generation filling machines.

Contract manufacturer SternMaid enlarges
its filling capacity with a further sachet line
The contract manufacturer SternMaid
commissioned a third sachet line for powdered
foods and food supplements that will enable it
to respond even more flexibly to customers’
requests and changing market conditions. On
this new line, three single-portion sachets can be
filled simultaneously.

As SternMaid’s commercial manager
Mark Riemer explains: “Convenience is becoming
more and more important. A ready-portioned
product – quick and easy to consume even away
from home – offers potential buyers consider-
able extra value. Since demand for the practical
single-portion sachets is increasing all the time
on the part of our customers and also retail
consumers, we decided to install a third sachet
line. It will be used for filling dry beverage bases
or food supplements like vitamin and mineral
mixtures, for example.”

The new triplex line will greatly increase
the contract manufacturer’s capacity for filling
three and four-sided sealed sachets. It has been
installed in Plant 2, which was built specially
for retail products at the company’s site in

Wittenburg. Like the two existing duplex lines,
the new line will run very quietly. Preparations
for this were already made at the project plan-
ning stage, in close collaboration with the instal-
lation engineers. Moreover, in the interests of
sound-optimized working conditions, the filling
and packaging sections of the line were sepa-
rated structurally. This is part of the company’s
overall strategy for ensuring optimum safety and
noise protection at the workplace. SternMaid is
planning further investments before the end of
the year, including installation of a new line for
filling cans and sealing them with a cardboard
base.

JBT takes next
steps in spiral
freezing
Enhanced food safety, performance and
optimisation are the key technologies in the
latest spiral freezer to join JBT's Frigoscandia
brand.

As a global technology equipment
supplier to the food processing industry, JBT has
launched its new Frigoscandia GYRoCOMPACT®
70 Spiral Freezer which, the company believes, is
set to take food-focused freezing to the next
level.

The new freezer has a belt width of
700mm and is more compact than any of its
predecessors, yet offers up to 20% increased
capacity. Designed to be both sustainable and
hygienic with a number of new streamlined
features to further eliminate food traps and
maximise food safety, the new freezer joins the
GYRoCOMPACT 700mm product line which has
sold over 1,700 units world-wide. The new
freezer is also iOPS-ready to enable peak
optimisation.

Customer feedback, combined with its
pioneering of the self-stacking spiral belt, are
what drive the development of the Frigoscandia
brand, as Torbjörn Persson, JBTs Director of Value
Stream and Global Product Line, explains:
"Customers continue to require increased food
safety, combinedwith higher efficiency in uptime
and capacity. Of course, most industrial freezers
are quite large, so the need to have food-safe
freezers is really important when looking at a full
food production line. One key factor is that the
freezing process itself doesn´t limit growth of
bacteria on contaminated products, but only
stops it momentarily. This is one reason why
optimised hygienic design has always been our
top priority. Floor joints, reduced overlapping
surfaces, reduced visible threads and pop rivets
are just some of the innovations.

"We've also seen a clear trend for more
variation in the products our customers produce,
which enforces the need for flexible production
lines. For example, we can now increase the
capacity for chicken nuggets from around 4000
kg/hr up to 4,800 kg/hr."

Many customers are also faced with
high investment costs if they are planning to
build new production facilities, says Persson, so
their aim is how to put more capacity into their
existing buildings.

Designed for production rates of
between 1.5 and 5 tons per hour, the freezer can
be utilised for existing frozen food applications,
while also having benefits for plants with space
constraints, as its headroom has been reduced
by 600mm.

Quicker drying functions, optimised
airflow, less drive forces, and savings of up to
75% in oil consumption are just some of the
features JBT has introduced, with further
innovations in the pipeline. JBT's iOPS system, its
version of IoT (Internet of Things), analyses data
in real time to maximise uptime and productiv-
ity.

"Our current developments are focused
on food safety, efficiency and uptime. The
Europe frozen food market is expected to reach
well over 17 million metric tons* by the end of
2026. We want to be ready for that."

*Source: Kenneth Research, November 2019

www.jbtc.com/foodtech
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New research conducted by Lund University
together with Tetra Pak presents four plausible
scenarios for the future of the dairy industry

Tetra Pak and the Lund University School of
Economics and Management have recently
completed a joint study that presents four
plausible scenarios for the future of the dairy
industry. The study analyses six key global
markets to examine the critical uncertainties of
social environmental forces and technological
transitions that could shift the dairy landscape in
the next ten years.

Frederik Wellendorph, Vice President
Business Unit Liquid Food, Tetra Pak said: “The
Food & Beverage sector will undergo an
enormous transformation over the next decade,
with the dairy industry feeling this most acutely.
Clearly, many challenges lie ahead – but there are
plenty of opportunities for manufacturers too.
The key to success in the new landscape will be
in embracing flexibility and proactively respond-
ing to the wave of disruptive changes.”

Dr. Christian Koch, Lund University
School of Economics and Management, said:
“The global dairy industry is at the very heart of
the global food transformation, and the
contours of this transition are already starting to
take shape. This Lund University project, in

collaboration with Tetra Pak, used established
methodologies to develop scenarios for the dairy
industry in 2030 and related food processing
and distribution sectors. The scenarios are as
different from each other as possible, within the
limits of plausibility and credibility. Thus all should
be considered as future plausible outcomes.”

The study, Global trends affecting dairy
strategies, follows an 18-month research
project by Lund University School of Economics
and Management (LUSEM), supported by Tetra
Pak, to examine a shifting dairy landscape and
forecast what the dairy industry will look like in
2030. The project team from the LUSEM SITE
research centre consisted of professors Thomas
Kalling, Matts Kärreman, Magnus Johansson and
Christian Koch. Analysing six key global markets,
including the UK, US, China, India, Nigeria and
Brazil, the study outlines four plausible scenarios
– ‘Dairy Evolution’, ‘Green Dairy’, ‘New Fusion’,
and ‘Brave New Food’ – each demonstrating the
varying interplay of socio-environmental forces
and technological transition, and with very
different outcomes.

The first scenario, ‘Dairy Evolution’ is the
scenario characterised by no big surprises where

the dairy industry would continue to follow
current trends with smaller disruptions. ‘Green
Dairy’ is marked by strong socio-environmental
forces, such as consumer demands and policy
restrictions but little technological transition, that
drive the dairy industry to invest heavily to
reduce carbon footprint. ‘New Fusion’ domi-
nated by innovative technologies and processes,
but weak socio-environmental forces, would
significantly impact the industry. The final
scenario, ‘Brave New Food’, is the scenario
combining strong socio-environmental forces
and highly innovative technologies, which
together would lead to a complete transforma-
tion.

The four scenarios present a myriad of
implications that could change the business
environment. Anticipating the degree of trans-
formation, Tetra Pak has already started collab-
orating with start-ups and academia to
accelerate understanding of the performance of
different proteins under different processing
conditions. Through this, the company will
create solutions that enable customers to take
advantage of the changes that lie ahead in
traditional cow-based milk, plant-based bever-
ages and lab grown dairy alternatives.

The four plausible scenarios of the study
were arrived at by using methodology based
on the Oxford Scenario Planning Approach,
identifying both predetermined factors, such as
demographic shifts and climate change, and
potential disruptions from critical uncertainties
such as technological transformation and socio-
environmental forces.
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Schenck Process
acquires Baker Perkins

Schenck Process Group (SPG) has reached an
agreement to acquire Baker Perkins, a leading
global supplier of food processing equipment
and aftermarket services for the bakery, confec-
tionery, biscuit, cookie and cracker, breakfast
cereal and pet food end-markets. Headquar-
tered in Peterborough, United Kingdom, Baker
Perkins serves a diverse & growing mix of
customers across the food industry globally.

This acquisition is a continuation of
SPG’s strategic focus to further extend its
global offering for the food end-markets. It will
significantly strengthen European capabilities in
the food processing and equipment sector,
broaden our product offering in the Americas
and provide opportunities for growth across the
Asia Pacific region.Wewill build upon the knowl-
edge, experience and customer relationships of
the Baker Perkins team to support future
growth, whilst remaining fully committed to
existing facilities in Peterborough and Grand
Rapids, Michigan.

Upon completion, the business will
continue to be run by the existing managing
directors as part of the SPG regional business
structure.
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GEA will launch in November its new vertical
SmartPacker CX400 D-Zip for pre-packaged
food products for retail and food service. It
combines fast, high-quality operation with
maximum flexibility and uptime. Apart from
producing premium quality D-ZIP bags, this
easy-to-use machine can produce more than 10
different bag styles for a wide variety of applica-
tions such as candy, nuts, frozen fruits and
grated cheese. The new machine integrates a
newly developed corner seal unit, designed to
reduce complexity and improve quality, flexibility
and serviceability, thereby meeting the demands
of today’s processors.

Meeting market needs
While the GEA SmartPacker has been on

the market for more than sixty years, the new
CX400 D-Zip brings vertical packaging right up
to date to meet the needs of both processors
and consumers today. Users can expect premium
performance with an output of up to 100 D-Zip
bags/minute; enjoy 98 percent uptime and highly
accurate operation from a machine that carries
the smallest footprint of any other comparable
machine in the industry.

In developing the SmartPacker CX400
D-Zip, GEA engineers listened carefully to
customers taking into account key industry
trends. For example, more flexibility in bag-styles

is required, as seen in the increasing demand
for stand-up pouches; a need to reducemainte-
nance costs and downtime; combining the high-
quality of the pouches made on conventional
horizontal machines with the advantages of a
SmartPacker; as well as the need for increased
sustainability in manufacturing.

The SmartPacker CX400 D-Zip is easy
to use; creates all existing bag styles; has a
changeover time of under 45 minutes – without
the use of special tools – and features front
discharge. The premium quality D-Zip bag leaves
nothing to be desired with smooth and sharp
cross seals, an elegant and slim design, wrinkle-
free seals with high density and air/gas-tight
sealing.

Newly developed, flexible corner seal unit
The SmartPacker CX400 D-Zip features

GEA’s new corner seal unit, which simplifies
set-up and improves overall quality. The corner
seal unit introduces greater flexibility into the
SmartPacker, as it is capable of varying in seal
width and, depending on needs, can be config-
ured for two or four seals. Like the GEA
SmartPacker CX400 D-Zip, it has a compact
design and does not require specialist tooling
when changing formats. GEA engineers have
also included a superior accessibility to areas
where heavy wear can be expected, including
sealing and folding to reduce maintenance time.

Smart design reduces amount of plastic
required

The GEA SmartPacker CX400 D-Zip
design reduces the amount of plastic required
for the zipper by approximately 15% by
eliminating the zipper-material in the cross seal.
Additional plastic waste is avoided given no
punching is required in making the zipper.

“The SmartPacker CX400 D-Zip is
future-ready,” says Martijn van de Mortel,
Product Manager Vertical Packaging at GEA.
“Whether the need is for high quality, more
capacity, greater flexibility, a small footprint, low
maintenance or a combination of all of these, the
SmartPacker CX400 D-Zip answers the call. It’s
capable of producing all common bag types on
a single machine without compromising any
expectations.”
www.gea.com
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New GEA SmartPacker CX400
D-Zip: Verical packaging
machine for diverse bag types
features smallest
footprint in the industry

25 February - 3 March 2021
INTERPACK 2021
Messe Düsseldorf,Düsseldorf,Germany
http/:www.interpack.com

8-11 June 2021
EXPOPACKMEXICO 2021
Mexico City,Mexico
www.expopackmexico.com.mx

8-10 June 2021
PROPAK CAPE 2021
CapeTown International Convention Centre
CapeTown, SouthAfrica
www.propakcape.co.za

21-24 September 2021
LABELEXPO EUROPE 2021
Brussels Expo,Belgium
www.labelexpo-europe.com

27-29 September 2021
PACKEXPO LAS VEGAS 2021
LasVegas,USA
www.packexpolasvegas.com

28-30 September 2021
FACHPACK 2021
Nuremburg,Germany
www.fachpack.de

4-8 Oct 2021
DRINKTEC 2021
Messe München,Germany
www.drinktec.com

7-10 December 2021
LABELEXPO ASIA 2021
Brussels Expo,Belgium
www.labelexpo-europe.com

22-23 March 2022
PACKEXPO EAST
Pennsylvania Convention Center, Philadelphia
PA,USA
www.packexpoeast.com

12-14 May 2022
LABELEXPO SOUTHEAST ASIA
2022
BITEC,Bangkok
www.labelexpo-europe.com

14-19 May 2022
IFFA 2022
Frankfurt,Germany
www.iffa.messefrankfurt.com

14-16 June 2022
EXPO GUADALAJARA
EXPOGuadalajara
www.expopackguadalajara.com.mx

23-26October 2022
PACKEXPO 2022
Chicago,USA
www.packexpo.com

22-24 October 2022
süedback 2022
Messe Stuttgart, Stuttgart,Germany
www.messe-stuttgart.de/suedback/en/

23-26 October 2022
PACKEXPO 2022
Chicago,USA
www.packexpointernational.com

E X H I B I T I O N S & C O N F E R E N C E S

Send your news to
Terry Prior

at
terryprior@innovationsfood.com
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and boiler house?

DID YOU KNOW? YOUR LEGAL REQUIREMENT OUR APPROACH

IS YOUR STEAM BOILER OR BOILER HOUSE LEGAL?

Air Products launches online
freezing calculator tool

Air Products, a world-leading industrial gas
company, has launched an interactive, online tool
that enables food manufacturers to compare
freezing times for their products using cryogenic
versus mechanical freezing technologies.

The tool will allow food manufacturers
to determine, at a glance, if they could make
production improvements by implementing
cryogenic freezing technology at their sites.

Cryogenic freezing, which typically uses
liquid nitrogen at -196°, can significantly reduce
freeze times, speeding up production and
improving efficiency. By entering a few simple
details including product category, start temper-
ature and production rate, the tool will calculate
estimated comparative freeze times as well as
the freezer belt length required.

For example, a bakery product manu-
facturer producing 2,000kg/h for 16 hours a day
could take just four minutes to freeze product
using a cryogenic freezer, instead of approxi-
mately 23 minutes using a mechanical freezer,
and could reduce belt length by up to 66
metres.

Cryogenic freezing has a number of
other benefits for food producers too. A faster
freeze time minimises the formation of ice
crystals, reducing cell wall damage and resulting
in better product taste and texture as moisture
levels aremaintained. Cryogenic systems are also
more flexible than mechanical freezers and can
be set up for different recipesmeaning the same
machine can be used for various throughputs

and products. The smaller footprint of cryogenic
freezing tunnels, in relation to mechanical
freezing technology, also delivers benefits for
production sites where space is at a premium.

Neil Hansford, industrial cryogenic and
food expert at Air Products said: “The Covid-19
pandemic has dramatically changed consumers’
shopping habits, with people increasingly choos-
ing frozen options. As a result, food producers
are having to adapt quickly to cope with new
spikes in demand. Cryogenics makes freezing
capability more agile and allows producers to flex
their outputs.

“Likewise, Covid-19 has changed the
way our customers look for information about
new technologies and they’re increasingly
searching for information online. Our new
digital freezing tool recognises that, enabling
producers to find the data they need to make
buying decisions quickly and easily.”

For more information, please visit:
https://www.airproducts.expert/en/freezer-
calculator/

Minebea expand UK
operations to begin
manufacturing in
Solihull, UK

German Company Minebea Intec has
announced plans to expand its UK operations
and begin manufacturing from their current UK
and Ireland headquarters based on Birmingham
Business Park in Solihull from January 2021.
Work to expand the current premises is planned
to begin in October, to facilitate the production
of UK built equipment supplied to the Food,
Pharmaceutical and Chemical industries. Initially
equipment will be produced for the UK &
Ireland markets followed by export to Germany,
France and then later in the year to Italy and
Spain. The company plan to export the equip-
ment to other global markets where they have
an international presence once the European
markets are established.

Colin Maher Country Manager for the
UK, Ireland & Russia said, "Many months of
planning have gone into this and it was only due
to our successful track record that the board of
Directors agreed without hesitancy. We have
shown through organic growth what we can do
in the UK & Ireland and this now gives us a real
opportunity to take our growth to the next level.
It also brings a new level of competitiveness and
security for our customer in the face of Brexit
and while other companies are downsizing their
operations".
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Key Technology introduces new VERYX®

BioPrint® hyperspectral sorter
Key Technology, a member of the Duravant
family of operating companies, introduces the
first VERYX® BioPrint® digital sorter. As the
world’s only sorter that can combine near
infrared (NIR) hyperspectral detection with
colour cameras, VERYX BioPrint analyzes a richer
set of data about the materials it is sorting to
improve detection performance and maximize
process yield. Key’s VERYX BioPrint C140 sorter
for nuts removes shells, foreign material (FM)
and product defects as well as shape sorts and
color grades to maximize product quality while
virtually eliminating false rejects.

Sorting walnuts, almonds, pistachios,
cashews and other nuts, VERYX BioPrint
removes shells, rocks, sticks, glass, plastics,
moisture-related defects, insect and other
surface damage, rot, mold and more while
colour grading and shape sorting to meet even
themost stringent product quality specifications.

VERYX BioPrint C140 can be equipped
with front- and rear-mounted hyperspectral
imaging sensors for all-sided inspection of
each object in the product stream. It can be
configured with color cameras and Key’s new
Bio Fusion® detection technology, which fuses
information from both sensor types to uniquely
identify and remove a wide range of foreign
materials and defects from the product stream.

Hyperspectral imaging utilizes many
more wavelengths of information than other NIR
inspection systems to detect the chemometric
and biological properties of objects. Multi-
channel, high-resolution color cameras facilitate
precise color grading and shape sorting. Bio
Fusion combines pixel-level data from the
hyperspectral sensors and color cameras to
produce a unique ‘signature’ associated with
eachmaterial substance that passes through the
sorter. This enables VERYX to identify and
remove the most difficult-to-detect FM and
defects, without the yield loss generated by
inadvertently directing good product to the reject
stream, even when defect loads are very high.

“Our new proprietary BioPrint hyper-
spectral imaging system gives us superior flexi-
bility to tailor optimal sort solutions for each
customer application,” said Marco Azzaretti,

Director of Marketing at Key. “Nut customers are
already using VERYX BioPrint in their operations
and have proven its success – they’re experienc-
ing outstanding product quality and ease of use.”

The accuracy of the BioPrint detection
system is complemented by VERYX’s high-
resolution ejection system, which features mini-
mal spacing between air nozzles to better target
objects identified for removal without inadver-
tently sorting out good product. Intelligent soft-
waremanages the air nozzles’ actuation strategy
to suit the objects’ size, shape and weight. The
combined precision of VERYX’s detection and
ejection systems results in the most complete
removal of shell and FM with the highest good
product yield.

Sorting up to 8 metric tons of product
per hour, VERYX BioPrint C140 is as a versatile
solution for sorting nuts from pre-selection to
final grading. It works perfectly as a stand-alone
sorter, either in line or batch-fed, and in a
cascading line of multiple sorters, depending on
the needs of the processor.

“VERYX is a modular and scalable
platform that is highly configurable. Our first
VERYX BioPrint is designed specifically to sort
nuts” noted Azzaretti. “Going forward, we plan
to develop VERYX BioPrint sorters for other
applications where chemometric detection
offers unique performance and customer value.
The next frontier of optical sorting is improving
the identification of internal defects and other
conditions that are not discernible by inspecting
the surface of objects. Hyperspectral imaging
also has tremendous potential to select product
on the basis of its taste properties. For example,
VERYX BioPrint C140 can help processors of
Spanish-style almonds detect individual so-called
‘bitter almonds.’

VERYX features Key’s Information
Analytics software, which allows users to collect,
analyze and access big data off-line and across
their enterprise via an OPCUA-compliant infra-
structure. “Nut customers with installed VERYX
systems are optimizing their operations by
leveraging Information Analytics. They’re track-
ing the volume and size of broken pieces and
shell coming into the sorter tomake smarter and
quicker decisions to adjust their crackers and
other upstream and downstream equipment to
improve both product quality and yield,”
explained Azzaretti.

Like all VERYX sorters, VERYX BioPrint is
designed for ease-of-use with smart features
that enable it to adapt to normal changes in the
product and environment without operator
intervention. Operator qualification requirements
are dramatically reduced, allowing a minimally
skilled operator to become a proficient user of
the technology in less than one hour.

Key manufactures VERYX sorters in
both the U.S. and Europe and supports
customers worldwide via Duravant’s SupportPro
service organization. This dedicated team of
service specialists provide technical support such
as installation, start-up, training, preventative
maintenance and 24/7 emergency assistance as
well as remote monitoring, protection plans,
upgrades, parts sales and more to help
customers operate at peak performance.

For more information on Key’s VERYX,
visit www.key.net/products/veryx.
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Spiroflow’s densifying CTE
bulk bag filler delivers a
ROI in weeks not months

As the Covid-19 pandemic continues, so does demand for powdered
food products and ingredients. The effect of this increased pressure on
foodmanufacturers has resulted in a spike in orders for materials handling
equipment, such as Spiroflow’s industry-leading Cone Table Elite (CTE) - a
high speed bulk bag filler solution that delivers the best densification in
the industry of 10-20% more fill per bag.

Given its superior capabilities, Spiroflow’s CTE bulk bag filler is
able to provide a fast ROI. As bag densification results inmore product per
bag, production environments will be able to accrue some valuable cost
benefits, including: the ability to use shorter bags, resulting in a 5%
reduction in bag cost for every 10% reduction in side seam height; a
saving in packaging costs and floor space as less bags are required;
reduced shipping costs - given that a standard shipping container normally
holds 20 bulk bags, by using a CTE bulk bag filler, the equivalent of 4 extra
bags can be accommodated in a container (based on a 20% increase of
product in a bag due to densification) - that’s 1 in 5 containers paid for by
the CTE.

The CTE's hang weighing system, which delivers a weighing
accuracy as tight as +/- 907g, features a weigh frame that floats on a three
point load cell system. Only the weigh frame, fill head, hanger arms and
the bulk bag are weighed, which significantly reduces the dead load seen
by the weighing system resulting in more accurate and consistent weigh-
ing performance. The moveable carriage assembly raises and lowers,
placing the bottom of the bulk bag into contact with the cone table, which
forces ingredients into the bottom corners of the bulk bag during filling,
densifying the product and allowing the bag to accommodate more
product. The CTE bulk bag filler can fill lined or unlined bags, with or with-
out an outlet spout, and can be filled with or without pallets.

Optical sorting experts
re-certified with latest ISO
9001:2015 international
quality standard
Bühler recently announced its achievement of the latest ISO
9001:2015 certification which recognizes the outstanding quality
procedures and business practices observed during the manufacturing of
its optical sorters.

Having previously secured the ISO 9001:2008 accreditation,
Bühler opted to pursue the ISO 9001:2015 certification, the latest
globally recognized quality management standard developed by the
International Organization for Standardization, to demonstrate that it has
taken adequate care to maintain the highest quality standards for its
products, business management and customer satisfaction.

With the accreditation, Bühler’s customers are provided with an
added layer of confirmation to buy with confidence as they can be sure
that the company has strong, verified quality processes in place to prevent
the risk of any product faults, recalls, or service shortcomings.

The audit assessed Bühler’s London facility top-down business
processes including performance and recovery which was based on
multiple quality management principles such as: leadership processes,
manufacturing process management, operational planning, control of
incoming and outbound goods, sales and marketing processes, quality
performance to customers, and corrective action plans.
www.buhler.com
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Taking traceability to a new level:
Fortress unveils new high
performance modular
Raptor Combi system

Fortress Technology, in collaboration
with Sparc Systems, has unveiled its first ever
modular, high performance combination metal
detector and checkweighing conveyor system.
Featuring a single swipe touchscreen HMI and
paperless audit software with unlimited pre-
programmed Codes of Practice, the robust
Raptor captures all the data required to guaran-
tee absolute traceability.

Due to be unveiled at Interpack 2020,
the Raptor Combi is the first flexible, fast and
affordable fully integrated checkweigher and
metal detector from Fortress. Specifically
designed for high care confectionery, chocolate,
bakery, nutritional bars, packaged meats,
cheeses and ready meals, including contract
manufacturers supplying multiple retailers, it
applies industry-leading technology engineered
for high-end Sparc systems, yet overcomes
several limitations. Notably the ability to
accurately inspect and check the weight of larger
size products and pack formats - up to 8kg and
measuring 300mm by 400mm.

Best Price-Performance ratio
Answering calls from food factories for

a more flexible, hygienic and user-friendly
combination inspection solution, the Raptor
Combi is the first truly modular system of its
kind. Innovative common fixings and connection
features, such as jigsaw style panels at the metal
detector infeed and checkweigher outfeed, give

manufacturers the option to rotate the equip-
ment around to suit a specific production layout,
while maintaining the metal detection and
checkweighing sequence.

Additionally, Raptor’s universal design
gives manufacturers the option to purchase a
standalone Raptor checkweigher, and attach a
complimentary metal detector at a later date to
meet different phases of their production and
inspection investment strategy.

Managing Director Phil Brown adds:
“Both elements of this Raptor system uses

compatible collective parts, even when there’s a
bespoke element. This means that we can
confidently give the assurance of fast delivery -
typically six weeks - at the best price-perfor-
mance ratio.”
Automated auditable COP conformance
checks

Given that most food manufacturers
supply multiple retailers, the Raptor introduces
an innovative, failsafe, paperless, fully auditable
COP test routine. Rather than relying on
operatives to schedule, perform, document and
submit inspection performance checks, the
Raptor pre-configures every test by retailer and
product being inspected and alerts and QA
managers each time a test is overdue.

Performed at the start and end of each
shift, and at regular intervals, a visual reminder is
given five minutes before every test is due, with
a beacon alerting production operatives to
schedule the test. If not performed by the
deadline, the machine halts and an alert is
generated and sent direct to the factory’s QA or
technical manager.

The test process is clearly explained,
giving no room for error. Using the touchscreen,
operatives select from a list of pre-programmed
retailer COP parameters, and the product being
inspected. When a test pack passes through the
Raptor Combi, a sensor confirms it has been
seen, generating a dated due diligence report,
signed by the operative on the screen. Notes can
added before submission. “By using automation
to follow the test principles, it’s impossible to
bypass a step in the test process, increasing
the transparency and traceability of machine

For a failsafe, paperless, fully auditable test routine, the Raptor pre-configures an unlimited number of retailer COP
tests and alerts operatives when tests are overdue

The Raptor Combi can be purchased either as a single unit or as individual modules, and comes with the highly-
valued Sustainable Lifespan and COP Compliance guarantee.

Innovations in Food Processing & Packaging www.innovationsfood.comNovember 202012
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performance audits,” emphasises Phil.
An in-built USB means that when new

COPs are introduced, Fortress simply issues an
upgrade to instantly upload to the Raptor Combi
unit.

Premium inspection with precision
Inspecting up to 150 packs per minute,

the Raptor checkweigher is a high-end system
that calculates Average FinishedWeight Variance.

It is approved to both OIML and MID (EC TAC)
specifications.

Modifying tried and tested precision
weight check software and electronics
engineered by Sparc Systems to reduce product
giveaway and meet legislative weight require-
ments, the Raptor checkweigher also sends a
controlled feedback signal to upstream automa-
tion equipment used to portion food products.
This signal specifies when to increase or decrease
the fill quantity.

In order to detect the smallest metal
particles, a Stealth metal detector is integrated
into the inline system. Meeting retailer Codes of
Practice and complying with industry guidance,
the Stealth model features digital signal
processing, built-in data capture, remote access
and single pass product learning.

The entire system, purchased either as a
single unit or as individual modules, comes with
the highly-valued Sustainable Lifespan and COP
Compliance guarantee.

New conveyor concept
The unique motor release is another

Fortress first. A design concept developed by
Sparc, operatives can unclip and disconnect
the conveyor motor in a matter of seconds,
removing the conveyor and releasing the belt for
maintenance and cleaning. “From a hygiene and
cleanability perspective, the Raptor is quick to
disassemble, reassemble and slot back into
place. By introducing Sparc’s tight fitting,
smooth surface conveyor we eliminate belt noise
which affects a checkweighers’ accuracy,”
explains Phil

Thread-less feet, as well as minimal flat
surfaces, also help manufacturers to maintain
hygiene standards in wet and dry production en-
vironments.

Customisable touchscreen
Also unveiled on the Raptor Combi is a

new interactive HMI. For ease of use, a swipe
touchscreen enables users to bring to the fore-
ground the most relevant parameters to their
operation. Ranging from net weight, to average
weight to product giveaway, operatives simply
pick, swipe and drop their preference onto the
home screen.

Phil explains: “This is an exciting devel-
opment as it gives food manufacturers an
element of flexible customisation. Rather than
burying valuable statistical information away in
a menu, users simple select and drop the
parameters that they regard asmost important.”

Although the panel is positioned on the
checkweigher, it captures all the metal detection
data, and holds all the test parameters in one
accessible place. The entire system is fully
configured to provide remote and secure access.

All with no visible power cables, to helpmaintain
an orderly operation and encourage professional
housekeeping standards.

Using a pneumatic reject system, the
Raptor Combi efficiently isolates weight and
metal contamination rejects into two separate
lockable BRC-approved reject bins. For weight
rejects, an operator can simply rework the
product and send it through to secondary pack-
aging, diminishing the frequency of false rejects
and waste.

Commenting on this latest advance-
ment, Phil end: “For Fortress the Raptor Combi
is a breakthrough development, combining
months of R&D drawing upon Sparc’s
exceptional engineering prowess and ourmarket
presence. The result is a premium combination
weight and metal detector, at the best price
point. Featuring brand new, unseen food
inspection technology. All delivered in a flexible,
hygienic package.”

For an online demonstration, please
contact sales-uk@fortresstechnology.com

www.fortresstechnology.co.uk

The system utilises Sparc’s unique unclip conveyor concept, designed for ease of maintenance and cleaning.

The system’s aperture size means the Raptor Combi
can accurately inspect, check the weight and
independently reject larger size products and pack
formats
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fortress technology

Fortress Technology (Europe) Ltd based in Oxfordshire is
a wholly owned subsidiary of the privately-ownedToronto
based Fortress Technology Inc. Putting consumer safety
first we’re trusted by thousands of domestic and global
manufacturers to design, build, install and maintain
inspection equipment that deliver exactly what they
promise. From food to FMCG; pharmaceutical to bulk;
SMEs to listed companies; metal detectors to check-
weighers; x-ray to combination systems; Fortress
inspection systems are renowned for their speed,
accuracy and simple operation. All designed to catch
contaminants, slash waste, spot product defects, comply
with weights legislation and reduce production downtime.

Fully customisable, for 20+ years we have
offered the Fortress Never Obsolete guarantee. Ensuring
future sustainability and compliance with HACCP and
Codes of Practice.This guarantee now extends across all
our new combination, x-ray and checkweighing systems.

Fortress hasmanufacturing facilities in the UK,
Canada and Brazil. Sales and service support is available
globally both direct and through trusted distributors.
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Is your steam boiler or
boiler house legal?

In this article, Fulton’s aftercare and business
development manager Jeff Byrne takes a look at
technical boiler house risk assessments, from
their legalities to the potential savings that can
be achieved.

It is strongly advised that all companies
with a steam boiler have a technical risk assess-
ment in place for its boilers and boiler house. It
is required by law under the Management of
Health & Safety at Work Regulations 1999 and is
necessary to comply with the requirements of
SAFed document BG01, HSE INDG 436 and
HSE INDG 417 Rev1, under which steam or hot
water plant should be operated.

Why do you need a Technical Boiler House
Risk Assessment?

Besides the legal requirement, a faulty
steam boiler brings with it the risk of a steam ex-
plosion. With significant stored energy, failure of
steam (or pressurised hot water boiler plant) can
produce a similar level of destruction and/or
devastation as a bomb, potentially causing
catastrophic damage, serious injury and possibly
multiple fatalities. With around 100 pressure
vessel failures and at least one fatality per annum
in the UK (HSE RIDDOR 2014), the importance
of a technical boiler house risk assessment
(TBHRA) cannot be overstated.

So, a TBHRA is therefore essential for
owners, operators and managers to ensure that
staff are aware of the risks and their responsibil-
ities for the safe operation and management of

industrial steam and hot water boiler plant. It is
also likely to be the first thing a HSE inspector
would ask to see in the event of an inspection.

A TBHRA is also a vital link in the safety
chain to identify risk and develop measures to
mitigate those risks, thus ensuring the safety of
all involved with the plant.

We simply cannot stress the importance
of the TBHRA enough, because non-compliance
with the law can result in substantial fines and
the likelihood of a custodial sentence in the event
of serious injury or a fatality.

The Fulton approach to TBHRAs
Fulton’s method with the TBHRA

requirement is to take a very collaborative
approach with its clients; and use only experi-
enced steam boiler and steam system engineers
with over 60 years’ knowledge of not just steam
boilers, but steam, water and condensate
systems.

This highly-experienced team will

scrutinise and photograph every area of risk
and will produce a full report proposing and
prioritising mitigation measures. This will give
owners, operators and managers peace of mind
that their plant may be operated safely and that
all relevant guidance and legislation is supported
once any identified hazards are rectified.

What are the typical findings of a
TBHRA?

Unlike a vehicle MOT, a TBHRA does not
pass or fail a steam system, but instead high-
lights hazards and the potential risk and then

proposes measures to rectify any issues.
According to INDG 436 “a risk assess-

ment does not need to include excessive detail”,
but issues highlighted can include boiler specifi-
cation, location, operation and condition, poor
record keeping, lack of suitable/relevant training
or trained operator absence cover, shortage of
plant drawings and manuals, control system
reliability, ventilation issues, poor/no suitable
operational procedures, water quality issues, etc.

Beyond the TBHRA?
Once its assessment is completed and

delivered, there is no commitment by the
customer to involve Fulton in any post-assess-
ment remedial works. But the document does

highlight areas of the steam system that require
attention and will prioritise the risk they pose
from high priority (red) to lower priority (green).
The assessment must also be made available to
the boiler operator and, in the event of the sale
of equipment, the new owner/operator.

However, unlike a MOT, a TBHRA is a
live document that should be updated on an
ongoing basis when any changes or modifica-
tions affecting the operation of a boiler occurs.
This can include personnel changes, additional
training, physical changes including boiler/burner
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upgrades, legislation amendments, etc.
Fulton can offer support to the

customer once the TBHRA has been completed,
or during or after the annual review. This support
can be provided onsite or via telephone or video
conference assistance once the review is
completed.

A TBHRA also offers excellent value for
money because it not only highlights areas of
potential risk for owners, operators and
managers, but can also identify where enhance-

ments to the steam system could lead to
improved energy efficiency. For example, the
cost to replace an old, inefficient or dangerous
burner could easily be offset within a few years
by the fuel savings achieved through the
upgrade.

For further information on Fulton’s
technical boiler house risk assessment
package, call the office on +44 (0)117 972
3322, email aftercare@fulton.co.uk or visit
www.fulton.co.uk.

With manufacturing facilities in the United States, Great
Britain and China, Fulton is a global manufacturer of
steam, hydronic and thermal fluid heat transfer systems.
Backed by over 60 years of research, innovation and
experience, Fulton is building on a tradition of success
and is focused on improving life through heat transfer
solutions. For additional information about Fulton, please
visit www.fulton.co.uk.

fulton
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With its management team constantly
reviewing the performance of the wider market
and current economic climate – which are show-
ing signs that capital expenditure has dropped
by approximately 40% [Monetary Policy Report
August 2020] – heat transfer specialist Fulton
has taken the unprecedented decision to intro-
duce an initiative to cut the gross margin on its
VSRT steam boiler to ensure that customers
from key sectors, including the NHS and food &
beverage processing, will benefit from its
scheme.

Commenting for Fulton, Managing
Director Carl Knight says: “Given the exceptional
nature of recent events and the struggle many
businesses find themselves in, we have decided
to launch an initiative designed to help themany
key sectors that have themselves been assisting
the wider population during the recent COVID-
19 pandemic.

“We know from a recent surge in
demand for servicing and maintenance that
many of our customers in these sectors are op-
erating steam boilers that are ageing and, in
some cases, need replacing; and others who
need to expand their capabilities and facilities to
meet current
demand. However, we also appreciate that
current trading conditions mean capital budgets
have been affected, so opportunities to purchase
new capital equipment is restricted.

“To assist these key sectors, Fulton has
therefore taken the decision to sacrifice the gross
margin on all models from its VSRT steam boiler

range for the remainder of 2020. Additionally,
withmany other businesses struggling as a result
of other sectors being impacted or shut down
since March, we are extending these discounts
to all of our customers!”

Fulton’s new scheme and the discounts
on offer do come with some caveats, which in-
clude:
•Discounts apply to the cost of the VSRT steam
boiler and excludes ancillary equipment and/or
the full project value

• The order must be placed and paid for in full
before 31st December 2020 with a Vesting
Certificate being provided on receipt of the
Final Payment. The discounted amount will be
taken from the final payment balance

• The ordered boiler must be delivered or
collected before the 31st March 2020. How-
ever, we will provide warehousing free of
charge until this date

With outputs from 160 to 4,000 kg/h,
Fulton’s VSRT is claimed to be the most radical
change to vertical steam boiler design since the
company pioneered the vertical tubeless boiler
in 1949! It boasts industry-leading performance
with up to 86% gross efficiency from a fully-
water-backed design with no refractory; its ar-
chitecture makes it durable and reliable, with up
to 10:1 turndown through its fully-modulating
burner; and, with amesh burner and furnace de-
signed as a single component, achieves typical
NOx emissions of less than 20ppm.

For further information on the offer,
please call the Fulton sales office on+44 (0)117
972 3322 or email sales@fulton.co.uk.

Fulton to sacrifice gross margins
to assist struggling key sectors

Fulton VSTR cutaway Fulton VSTR left side view

Alfa Laval
Application &
Innovation Centre
opens in Denmark

Alfa Laval – a world leader in heat transfer,
centrifugal separation and fluid handling –
has opened a state-of-the-art Application &
Innovation Centre in Kolding, Denmark. The
centre will reinforce the company’s technology
leadership within hygienic fluid handling and put
Alfa Laval squarely at the forefront of customer
engagement, product innovation and optimiza-
tion of customers’ processes.

Investing in the new 1,600-square-
metre Application & Innovation Centre supports
Alfa Laval’s strategic focus of accelerating prod-
uct innovation and driving customer preference
for Alfa Laval pumps, valves, and cleaning
and mixing equipment used in the food and
pharmaceutical industries.

“It’s all about taking our customers’ pro-
duction to the next level,” says Mikkel Nordkvist,
Vice President, Hygienic Fluid Handling, Head of
Industry Management. “Customers can see –
either in person or by live link – how Alfa Laval
equipment performs under their actual operat-
ing conditions. Conducting trials with Alfa Laval
industry experts provides verification of higher
yield, improved hygiene, and sustainable cost
reductions by saving energy, water and cleaning
media. It’s a golden opportunity to validate
overall performance.”

“The centre provides a unique environ-
ment to develop tomorrow’s fluid handling
technologies and equipment. Multiple testbeds
with advanced hardware and software enable us
to drive innovation by conducting rigorous
proof-of-concept experiments on new equip-
ment for the food and pharma industries
at many duty points under close-to-actual
conditions,” says Rikke Kau Breinholt, Vice
President, Hygienic Fluid Handling, and Head of
Research & Development, Alfa Laval. “Moreover,
with insights from customer trials, we can
further refine our equipment and are able to
introduce new customer-centric products and
product enhancements to themarket faster than
before. Accelerating product development and
innovation, in turn, means that we can deliver
more value to our customers.”

Did you know that…Alfa Laval has
several global competence and test centres,
including four in Denmark; in Soborg (decanters
for food and water applications), in Aalborg
(marine applications), in Nakskov (membrane
filtration applications), and now in Kolding (fluid
handling)?
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Endoline Robotics’ palletising
solution helps flour miller
meet rising retail demands

Anew robotic palletising solution from
Endoline Robotics is delivering significant
productivity gains for UK-based Carr’s Flour
Mills.

With unprecedented demand for flour
during the Covid-19 pandemic, Carr’s doubled
its production for one major supermarket chain,
from 120 to 250 tonnes per week.

Installing an Endoline Robotics’ palletis-
ing system, powered by a Fanuc M710 robot,
has enabled the flour miller to efficiently
manage an output of 167,000 bags of flour per
week, and provided greater flexibility to run the
line 24/7.

Carr’s are flour millers with a 200-year
heritage. Producing a range of fine flours at its
three UK based mills, Carr’s supplies major
retailers across the country, along with local
Cumbrian stores close to its flagship site, Silloth
Mill.

Silloth Mill was packing 1.5kg bags of
self-raising and plain flour for a major super-
market chain. However, at the start of March
2020, with customer demand for flour rising,
Carr’s immediately increased output by 50% to
167,000 bags of flour per week to meet the
retailer’s requirements.

Doubling its manual packing staff from
8 to 16 to manage the rise in output, Carr’s
swiftly pushed forward with plans to automate
the process. Having met Endoline Robotics, the
strategic partner of Fanuc in the UK, at the 2019
PPMA Show, Carr’s had placed the order for the
palletising robot, just ahead of the pandemic.

“We had always planned to automate

the line. However, facedwith the unprecedented
rise in demand we employed a further eight
manual workers on a short-term basis, until
Endoline were able to quickly install the robot.”
Explains Ben Clark, Operations Director for
Carr’s.

Implementing shift patterns to man the
production line, the M710
palletising robot was needed to
keep the operation running
24/7 without the additional
staff, while increasing the quality
of the stacked pallet.

The M710 system
features a robotic arm with a
specifically engineered, smart,
self-cleaning vacuum gripper.
Manoeuvring ten, 1.5kg flour
bags from the bag packer at
once, the robot gently collates
them into the required palletis-
ing pattern.

At a speed of 74 bags
per minute, the system gently
palletises the flour to produce
neat small Dusseldorf pallets,
placing interlayers for increased
pallet stability.

Designed to a very
small footprint for seamless
integration with the existing
equipment, the robot features
an infeed product collation

system with two separate safety zones and two
palletising positions for continuous operation.
This eliminates frequent start-stopping of the
upstream bag filling equipment. Once the first
pallet is filled with the required amount the robot
continues palletising onto the second
pallet, and an operator replaces the first one,
taking the filled pallet for stretch-wrapping.

The pallets are then delivered to the
retailer and placed on the floor for customers to
pick products directly from the pallet.

“We were constrained by the manual
process. Endoline’s robotic solution has enabled
us to redeploy the original eight workers to other,
more skilled areas of the business.” Concludes
Ben. “Quality and efficiency has improved, and
we now have greater flexibility to increase
productivity for our customers.”

https://endoline-automation.com/
robotics/

Endoline Robotics is the strategic, UK partner of Fanuc and is helping
businesses automate to future proof their manufacturing facilities

The Fanuc M710 robot has enabled Carr’s meet increased demand and manage the palletising of 167,000 bags of
flour per week
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Addition Design invests in large
scale 3D component printing

Leading additive manufacturing (AM) consul-
tancy Addition Design has expanded its range of
services with the installation of an industrial
AM machine for the batch production of
components in a variety of high-grade engineer-
ing polymers.

The Prodways ProMaker P1000,
housed within a dedicated production suite at
the Sheffield-based consultancy’s facility, is one
of only a handful of such machines installed in
the UK and will enable the company to support
high value manufacturers in the scaling up and
quality production of their industrial 3D printed
components quickly and efficiently.

The new manufacturing capability
complements Addition Design’s existing consul-
tancy, design and training services to provide a
complete one-stop shop to help companies
realise the benefits of additive manufacturing.

“AM can deliver significant added-value
to many businesses in terms of cost and waste
reductions and profitability improvements,”
commented Ben Smith, Addition Design’s AM
Development Engineer. “Our ability to manufac-
ture and supply AM components in engineering
polymers such as nylon, glass and carbon fibre
reinforced nylon, polypropylene and thermo-
plastic elastomers, enables us to support
customers in getting the best out of the tech-

nology, providing a notable return on investment
and boosting their bottom line.”

While 3D printing is more commonly
associated with low-volume production and
rapid prototyping, Additive Manufacturing
utilises industrial 3D printing technology for
series or volume production of end-use compo-
nents. AM can deliver production efficiencies and
supply-chain flexibility, minimising down time
and equipment maintenance.

Addition Design provides specialised
consulting, training and componentmanufacture
in 3D printing, tailored to customers’ individual
requirements. The company’s objective is to
unlock the potential of 3D printing to deliver cost
and performance benefits for its clients

Prodways Group is a specialist in 3D
printing and digital manufacturing for profes-
sionals. The Group has developed right across
the 3D printing value chain (software, machines,
materials and services) with a high value-added
technological industrial solution. The Group
targets a significant number of sectors, from
aeronautics to healthcare.

Prodways Tech offers a wide range of
3D printing systems based on DLP, SLS, wax
drop and Rapid Additive Forging technologies
and associated premium composite, hybrid and
powder materials.

www.addition.design

Strategic partnership for sustainable packaging
The packaging industry represents one of the
most crucial interfaces when it comes to imple-
menting the principle of the circular economy
in trade and industry. While consumers are
challenging the manufacturer, the manufacturer
must not only focus on packaging materials, but
also on the technology that processes them. By
entering into a strategic partnership, packaging
machine manufacturer Syntegon and paper
manufacturer Koehler are making their contri-
bution to driving the circular economy forward.

Sustainable packaging, which means
replacing plastic with paper wherever possible,
is not just a question ofmaterial availability. While
flexible packaging paper may well be threaten-
ing to displace plastic packaging, both materials
still have to share the same machines for the

time being. Questions concerning changeover
times and evenmachine conversions and, above
all, process reliability in processing are therefore
of primary importance for machine operators.
Eckard Kallies, Head of the Flexible Packaging
Paper Division at the Koehler Paper Group,
explains: "We know just how much pressure the
consumer is exerting when it comes to greater
sustainability. As a supplier to the packaging
industry, we have therefore entered into a strate-
gic partnership with Syntegon, a globally leading
processing and packaging technology provider.
Although people are demanding to see an instant
revolution in terms of greater sustainability, this
is only possible by taking an evolutionary path.
To ensure that wemove step by step in the right
direction, Syntegon and the Koehler Paper Group
are strategically combining their knowledge."

Arjowiggins answers food
brands demand for
sustainable packaging
As part of its mission to help food brand
owners and retailers create a circular
economy society, world-renowned paper
manufacturer Arjowiggins has launched
Sylvicta – a ground-breaking new sustainable
alternative to plastics in packaging.

Truly revolutionary, Sylvicta is a
translucent, functional barrier paper that has
been proven to preserve the quality of food
and cosmetics just as well as conventional
plastics – all the while ensuring limited
impact on the environment. Testament to its
unique sustainable properties, the pioneer-
ing paper is fully recyclable, compostable,
marine degradable and made from renew-
able raw materials.

Sylvicta’s distinct advantage is its
very high barrier to oxygen – the leading
cause of food spoilage – whichmeans it can
help reduce food waste by prolonging shelf
life during the transportation, retail and
consumer phases of the value chain.

Through precision fibre refining,
Arjowiggins’ experienced R&D teams have
developed this unique translucent paper
with a natural bonding, without the need of
any harmful chemicals. The result is a paper
with a barrier to oxygen, aroma, mineral oils
and fatty foodstuffs.

Additionally, Arjowiggins is working
continuously with food brand owners and
packaging converters to open up an endless
array of applications — from windows in
packaging to make the content visible,
pouches for dry fruits, bags for salads, and
flow-packs for chocolate bars, all the way
through tometallised versions of Sylvicta for
butter or margarine packaging.

Answering the market’s need for
sustainable alternatives to single-use pack-
aging and flexible laminates, with Sylvicta
food brands can reduce or even eradicate
the use of plastics in their packaging. It’s the
ideal solution for creating a globally sustain-
able, circular economy as it can integrate
into existing recycling schemes.

“Despite the ongoing movement
towards more sustainable packaging,
plastics still remain a popular choice for food
brand owners, largely for practical reasons.
Until now, most of the existing offer, mainly
in single-use packaging, use unrecyclable,
multi-layered laminates incorporating
plastics or aluminium foil” explains
Christophe Jordan, Managing Director of the
Translucent Papers division at Arjowiggins.

“The good news is retailers looking
for a fully recyclable, compostable and
biodegradable paper packaging need look
no further than Sylvicta – the product is
simply revolutionary. It can help to create
the circular economy society we all desire.”

When running through conventional
converting lines, Sylvicta offers limitless
creative possibilities: it can be foil-stamped,
glued, embossed, printed in offset, gravure,
and flexography, metallised, or coated with
heat or cold-sealable materials.

Sylvicta also benefits from the
exceptional environmental standards set by
Arjowiggins Translucent Papers business.
Like all of its products, Sylvicta is FSC and
PEFC-certified, produced on a site that’s ISO
14001-compliant, and is carbon-offset
through the World Land Trust’s Carbon
Balanced programme.
www.sylvicta.arjowiggins.com
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New interactive holographic
labels promote wine
provenance and fight fraud
The National Office of Vine and Vitivinicultural
Products (ONVPV) in Romania, is using the
latest in holographic labels from specialist
security printer Eltronis, to promote the prove-
nance of its regional wines and protect drinkers
from potential counterfeits.

The new labels combine an instantly
identifiable and visually pleasing holographic
brand design with high-level security, including a
unique code and serial number that enables
verification online and via smartphones.

Consumers simply scan the QR code
which is uniquely linked to each bottle of wine.
This provides access to a wide variety of infor-
mation on the wine’s pedigree and production,
as well as confirming that it is genuine. If the
scanned label contains an invalid or duplicate
code, the ONVPV is automatically alerted.

The ONVPV oversees national vineyard
management and winemaking in Romania and
supports the traditions in the production of wine
in this designated geographical area. Meeting the
demand from consumers for quality products,
the new holographic labels provide a clear brand
identity for the ONVPV, which is easily recognis-
able on labelled bottles and products within a
retail environment.

Dorin Stefan DUA, General Manager at
ONVPV, said: “Holographic markings that
certify the origin and authenticity of wine are an
important part in our efforts to promote our
producers and a very effective tool against
counterfeiters.

“With our latest label design, consumers
can interact much more easily via their smart-
phones, giving them access to the latest
information on their wines. This has proved very
popular and already led to the annual volume
used by winemakers more than doubling – and
we expect this upward trend to continue.”

Across the world, wine fraud is becom-
ing increasingly prevalent, with online sales
making it easy for fraudsters to trick consumers
and replace genuine wines with fakes. By adding
a holographic label to wine bottles the ONVPV is
helping to counter this trend, promoting the
provenance of the region, and building protec-
tion against potential counterfeit.

Eltronis used its experience of holo-
graphic techniques and materials gained from
protecting high security identification documents
in the production of this latest label. The holo-
graphic design contains multiple security

features, making it impossible to reproduce,
while the label material allows it to be applied to
a variety of different substrates.

With high thermal, mechanical and
chemical resistance the label cannot be removed
without damaging it, thus making it impossible
to reuse on other products. In addition, a special

sub-surface printing technique is used for the
variable data, making the label both more
durable and extremely resistant to potential
alteration.

Pete Smallwood, Business Develop-
ment Manager for Eltronis, said: “The use of
holograms to identify and protect products of
geographic importance is well known due to
their highly visual effect and instant recognition
by consumers.

“With the addition of the QR code and
latest holographic features not only are they
delivering greater brand impact on shelf, their
security has been taken to another level with this
new design, combining the best of physical and
digital protection.

“It is great to see ONVPV continually
invest in its security technologies in order to
promote products from the region, and take a
clear stand against fraud.”
www.eltronis.com

IFCO recommends
HERMA self-adhesive
materials
for reusable boxes

This will make sustainability even better: in
order to accelerate and optimise the circulation
of its multi-cycle systems, IFCO, the world’s
largest provider of transport packaging for fresh
products, now recommends two HERMA self-
adhesive label materials to its customers. Thanks
to the specially developed adhesive 62P, the
appropriate labels fulfil two essentially contra-
dictory properties particularly well: they provide
reliable adhesion in cool, moist environments
and can be washed off again at a later stage
without leaving any residue. “We recommend
labels with HERMA self-adhesive materials
because our test has shown that they can be
completely removed in our washing process.
This eliminates the need for additional cleaning
and our customers receive crates that have no
third-party labels on them,” explains Thomas
Albrecht, Vice President Service Center Opera-
tions at IFCO. “This is particularly important as
crates with labels firmly stuck to them either
require costly treatment or need to be sorted
out.” IFCO’s customers include farmers and food
producers from over 50 countries. IFCO offers
sustainable reusable packaging solutions in the
form of plastic reusable containers, RPCs for
short, for the safe and hygienic transport of its
products, such as fresh fruit and vegetables,
bananas, meat, fish, seafood, eggs and bakery
products. The RPCs are loaned out to customers
who still load their food into crates in the field
and transport it to the customer. After process-
ing the products, the RPCs are returned to IFCO,
where they are thoroughly cleaned in the wash-
ing facility and then reused. IFCO recommends
to its customers a selection of self-adhesive
materials for labels, which are subject to strict
criteria, for the appropriate labelling of reusable
boxes. The strong adhesion is necessary because
the crates are exposed to demanding climatic
conditions – for example, while loading in the
field in a cold and moist environment. At the
same time, the labels must be easily removable
during the washing process and must not leave
any residue. HERMA has combined the solution
for these two requirements in the adhesive 62P,
which was specifically developed for this
purpose in the company’s in-house laboratory.

The 62P has proven its practical benefit
in combination with the self-adhesive materials
HERMAextracoat (grade 242) and HERMAtherm
G BPA-free (grade 907), which are now on the
IFCO recommendation list. The labels are
removed from crates in the cleaning process
with hot water, high pressure and highly effective
cleaning agents. The adhesive 62P remains
completely intact on the label, which is removed
with the dirty water. This means that no adhesive
residue sticks to the crates. The development of
the ideal adhesive required several on-site visits
to IFCO to initially understand the overall
process. The conditions were then simulated in
HERMA’s laboratory in Filderstadt. A procedure
that is now paying off: “Being on the IFCO
recommendation list is proof that our
innovations are also convincing in practice,” says
Dr. Ulli Nägele, Head of Development at HERMA.
“We are pleased to be able to further improve a
very environmentally sound multi-cycle system
with innovative self-adhesive materials.”

You can now follow
Innovations in Food Processing & Packaging

on social media at
Twitter: @innovfoodtech

Instagram: @innovationsinfoodtechnology
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Labeling to
perfection: Bizerba
launches innovative
complete solution
to boost efficiency
in labeling
Bizerba is a leading supplier of solutions for
all areas of weighing, cutting and labeling
technology. Today it announces the launch of its
entirely new CleanCut® Linerless Solution. This
innovative complete solution includes linerless
labels and a new labeling system to revolutionise
labeling with Full-wrap and C-wrap linerless
labels. This is achieved through the optimal use
of linerless rolls, minimal set-up times and
significantly less work required to clean blades.

With the introduction of its new
CleanCut® Linerless Solution, Bizerba – an
innovative industry leader based in Balingen,
Germany – is not simply launching a new label-
ing machine. This complete solution using both
linerless labels and a new labeling system is a
game changer; the sustainable, user-friendly
solution revolutionises labeling with Full-wrap
and C-wrap linerless labels. Compared to labels
with backing paper, a roll carries up to 90%more
labels. This significantly reduces downtime on
the GLM-levo CleanCut labeling system caused
by roll changes. At the same time, the solution
means blades have to be cleaned much less
often due to the reduction in adhesive coating
on the CleanCut linerless labels. The blade cuts
accurately through a label’s adhesive-free areas,
keeping it much cleaner. Less time spent on
maintenance means operators can enjoy
improved labeling system uptime. Because the
adhesive is applied evenly, linerless rolls can also
be used right to the core –meaning themachine
can continue working uninterrupted. What is
more, format changes are incredibly easy, and
the system delivers the utmost in accuracy
and speed. All this means the new CleanCut®
Linerless Solution represents increased efficiency,
cost optimisation and sustainable waste preven-
tion.

New statutory guidelines require more
and more information to be included on
Full-wrap and C-wrap labels. This calls for
flexible packaging concepts, particularly for fresh
produce, to satisfy the consumer’s need for
information. “Market requirements have
prompted us to develop a completely new
concept that is flexible, reliable and which
satisfies the needs of our customers and our
partners. We also wanted to significantly reduce
labeling system downtimes caused by mainte-
nance. We truly succeeded. The CleanCut®
Linerless Solution affirms Bizerba’s standard as
the innovation leader that sets the standard in
the market,” said Markus Ketterer, Director of
Global Communications at the long-established
Bizerba on the launch, while also extending his
congratulations to the development team.
www.bizerba.com
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MACSA ID
agrees
strategic
partnership
with
Codetronix
Bedfordshire coding andmarking equipment
specialist Macsa ID UK has agreed an exciting
new strategic partnership with Codetronix
(www.codetronix.co.uk) to offer its Citronix®
continuous inkjet printers (CIJ) - complete with
industry leading 30-month warranty - and Intrex
label applicators.

In addition, Leeds-based Codetronix will
offer Macsa ID’s laser marking systems. The
businesses will also utilise each other’s service
and sales functions, doubling capacity for the
UK’s food, beverage, pharmaceutical, personal
care and cosmetics industries, and strengthen-
ing response times.

Macsa ID and Codetronix will now be
able to provide a more comprehensive portfolio
of products and technologies to meet all
customers’ product identification requirements.
Working together and focusing on their
strengths will maximise business opportunities
whilst providing the best possible service.

Paul Johnson, General Manager at
Codetronix, was keen to express how the
strategic partnership between Codetronix and
Macsa will enable the combining of in depth
knowledge of the product coding and marking
industry. “I view this as a real opportunity to
significantly grow both businesses by utilising
each other’s products and knowledge to
enhance what we offer to our customers.”

Macsa ID’s compact, lightweight and
affordable ICON 2 small character laser coder is
ideal for most packaging applications, it offers
superb performance, usability and reliability at

high speeds, as well as increased environmental
benefits and lower running costs.

The ICON 2 offers permanent, consis-
tent and durable marking in a clean, usable and
sustainable design, making it particularly ideal for
first time laser users. It boasts a clean, energy
efficient design and does not need consumables
so there are no messy ink deposits or noxious
solvent emissions. Plus, better filters help keep
the laser and electronics cool and clean.

Citronix CIJ printers, which are available
with a market leading 30-month warranty,
provide reliability and peace of mind, as well as
simplicity of use. The machines are capable of
printing product identification, traceability and
date codes onto almost any material including
plastics, glass and metals.

In addition, Citronix CIJ printers are
perfect for round or concave surfaces such as
bottles and cans, where the product to be
printed is more than 5mm away from the print
head or for harsher industrial environments.

Intrex labelling heads are available in
four models and are used to apply self-adhesive
labels from a reel to a huge range of product
types from low to very high speeds in a wide
range of food and non-food industry sectors.
The Intrex labelling heads can apply labels on the
top, side or bottom of products and can be
integrated into packaging lines.

The Intrex labellingmachines allowmost
products to be labelled including round products
such as bottles, jars, containers, tins or aerosols
as well as flat sided objects such as jerry cans,
large containers, spray bottles and boxes.

Thermal transfer printer offers easier integration
into packaging lines by OEMs
Equipment launched todaymakes integrating
SmartDate® X45 and SmartDate® X65 thermal
transfer (TTO) printers into packaging lines
easier than ever before for original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs). Suitable for form fill and
seal packaging lines, it has an array of features
which make it easy to install, even in very tight
spaces. The controller also helps optimize their
customers’ operations with significant built-in
flexibility to future-proof their coding invest-
ment. Additionally, it enables high speed coding
and helps OEMs provide their customers a
better user experience .

Exclusively available for OEMs, today’s
launch allows them tomeet the needs of a wide
range of flexible film packaging line customers,
delivering the full capabilities of market leading
SmartDate X45 and SmartDate X65 TTO

printers. Compact and easy to install, offering an
enhanced user experience and considerable
flexibility in printing excellent codes faster than
most alternatives, the SmartDate OEM Connect
provides hassle-free integration and operation,
freeing up OEMs for other priorities.

Industries for which this would be
particularly useful include food, beverage, dairy,
cosmetics, pharmaceutical, pet food and various
household products.
www.markem-imaje.com

Send your news items to
Terry Prior at

terryprior@innovationsfood.com
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The global consumption of confectionery
is growing steadily. For manufacturers of
chocolate, sweets, chewing gum and other
sugary sweets, this means making their produc-
tion facilities fast, flexible, economical and safe in
order to remain competitive. Minebea Intec´s
powerful, state-of-the-art weighing and inspec-
tion solutions for this industry help producers to
increase their efficiency.

According to forecasts, around 732
million euros will be spent on confectionery
products worldwide in 2020. Current studies
assume a per capita consumption of confec-
tionery of around 16 kilograms on average and
forecast average annual growth rates of up to
4.3 per cent by 2025. The confectionery
industry is therefore a relatively fast-growing
market with lucrative prospects and as such
fiercely competitive. This has been evident for
some time in a high degree of consolidation: the
big players such as Mars, Ferrero, Mondelez
International, Hershey or Nestlé are growing,
while smaller manufacturers are striving to
establish a strong position in order to remain
competitive. For that reason, confectionery
manufacturers of any size consistently have to
keep their production facilities up to date in
order not to lose ground to the competition.

It is important to pay attention to
consumer behaviour and the resulting trends
that have a significant impact on the confec-
tionery manufacturing processes. The environ-
mental awareness on part of consumers has
been growing massively for some time, this
requires a rethinking of the product packaging:
plastic and metal are increasingly being replaced
by cardboard-based packaging materials.
Packaging made of mixed materials, such as
cardboard boxes with integrated plastic viewing
windows, which are still frequently found at
present, are becoming less and less common for
environmental reasons. In the best case, confec-
tionery produces no waste or at least only little
waste that can easily be recycled – confectionery
manufacturers cannot ignore this trend either.
Holidays such as Easter, Christmas or the
Chinese New Year, as well as important interna-
tional sporting events such as the Olympics or
football world championships require the devel-
opment and production of special seasonal
products, which places additional high demands
for the industry on the flexibility of their systems.
Frequent product changes also result from
the increasing interest of manufacturers to
constantly expand their range and to always
introduce new confectionery in order to expand
their market share.

In addition, consumers see chocolate in
particular as a kind of luxury product and attach
great importance to aesthetics and perfection
both in the actual product and in its packaging.

For manufacturers, this trend means that they
have to invest in flexiblemanufacturing processes
with high throughput to ensure that they
repeatedly win and renew the consumer interest
for their products.

Efficient, flexible and fast
"For confectionery manufacturers, the

variety of products as well as processing and
packaging quality are key factors in order to drive
their business successfully in tough industry
competition," says Nick Parsons, Deputy CSO at
Minebea Intec and responsible, among other
things, for sales in this segment. Only with
efficient, flexible and fast processes can manu-
facturers produce their confectionery with the
required productivity. Minebea Intec offers these
companies powerful and flexible weighing,
inspection and process control systems for
various stages in themanufacturing and packag-
ing processes of confectionery, which enables
optimised processes and competitive solutions.
A good example of this are systems that are
tailored to specific customer requirements. "We
recently developed a high-speed checkweighing
solution that reliably weighs chocolate packages
with a small footprint at speeds of up to 600
pieces per minute. To save space in the produc-
tion line, the system simultaneously performs
the metal detection control point, too,” explains
Nick Parsons. “Speaking of space: Minebea Intec
also offers customised multi-lane systems,
where telescopic separators of up to six lanes

solve the legislative and process weighing
requirements ensuring packages at the right
weight at high speed with limited production
space . Wherever there is a need, we help find a
solution.”

Static and dynamic weighing is key
Weighing processes are an integral part

of the production of confectionery along the
entire manufacturing chain, from the arrival and
storage of the raw materials to the finished
packaged product. This starts with the reception
and intermediate storage of raw materials,
where Minebea Intec truck scales, flatbed scales
and silo load cells ensure that the quantities
delivered are correct. “Our digital load cell Inteco
in combination with the converter Connexx is a
good example of the ever increasing digitalisa-
tion in weighing processes. Customers benefit
from fast signalling times and optimal trans-
parency in dosing, weighing ingredients and
mixtures. A further plus: if faulty measurement
results occur, a defective load cell can be
identified immediately,” underlines Nick Parsons.

When it comes to the weighing of
process vessels or even mixers, Minebea Intec
offers hygienic solutions, which provide precise
measuring results even with high lateral forces.
The newest weighing module Novego is a prime
example of this. Plant builders for various
industries frequently use this innovative solution
– not least because it is particularly easy to install
with its integrated height adjustment and tilt

How weighing and inspection
solutions optimise productivity
in the confectionery industry

Weighing processes are an integral part of the production of confectionery along the entire manufacturing chain, from
the arrival of raw materials to the final packaged product
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correction.
For the subsequent process steps in the

production of confectionery, reliable weighing
equipment both static and dynamic is crucial to
ensure consistent product quality. The industrial
Combics bench scales or the Midrics series of
bench and floor scales, for example, support
processes in spice and flavour departments. "The
high-precision scales from Minebea Intec
demonstrate their accuracy and reliability to the
fullest, particularly in the process steps in which
the exact dosage of flavours, colours and spices
is crucial for the consistent taste and look and
thus the quality of the confectionery," says Nick
Parsons. Weighing results can be managed and
evaluated via our statistical process control and
recipe solutions and thus contribute to produc-
tion monitoring.

Dynamic checkweighers such as Flexus
and Synus from Minebea Intec offer manufac-
turers further high-precision, flexible solutions
which, in combination with the Trend Control
application, allow for a profitable combination of
different production equipment. With the Trend
Control option, the checkweigher controls the
upstream filling, portioning or cutting machine
in such a way that the defined target weight is
reached as accurately as possible and kept
constant. This prevents unnecessary overfilling
or underfilling, thus reducing rejects and avoid-
ing waste ofmaterial. "Especially with automated
processes and high volumes, the use of Trend
Control significantly increases productivity. Minor
changes in cooling or heating temperatures or
times can lead to different individual product
weights. With Trend Control, our checkweighers
react directly to these changes and adjust filling
processes, for example," says Nick Parsons.
Each Minebea Intec checkweigher can also be
customised to meet the customer's exact
product requirements.

Intuitive software solutions
Behind all confectionery production is

the desire to comply with legal requirements,
improve product quality and increase production
efficiency. SPC@Enterprise combines statistical
process control and pre-packaging goods check-
ing, meeting the legislative requirements in one
innovative tool and helps to identify and realise
potential savings. The software enables the
user to statistically evaluate collected data from
the overall process and to ensure efficiency
when necessary by taking suitable measures.
SPC@Enterprise thus enables a seamless,
documented production control. “Our
customers use the powerful software to increase
efficiency and maintain consistent product
quality. Not only Minebea Intec systems, but also
other input devices can be connected to achieve
this. We do not exclude devices from other
manufacturers – for us the needs of the
customer comes first,” says Nick Parsons. In the
latest version of SPC@Enterprise, extended
functions such as status reports for check-
weighers andmetal detectors ensure evenmore
transparency in the entire production process.

In the process of manufacturing
confectionery, ingredients must be added in the
desired and specified proportions. Reliable recipe
management systems are essential for this. With
ProRecipe XT, Minebea Intec offers an intuitive
recipe management system for all manual and
semi-automatic recipe processes, which guaran-
tees a complete, controlled production reliability
of confectionery. The flexible integration into
production systems and the guaranteed trace-
ability are decisive advantages of the software.
According to Nick Parsons, customers are highly
satisfied with the intuitive, user-friendly moni-
toring and management of the recipes.

Free from contamination
Whether chocolate, chewing gum,

hard or soft candy – in the production of
confectionery, as of all food, the top priority is
that undesirable foreign bodies must not be
present in the products so as not to endanger
the health of consumers. If manufacturers have
to start product recalls because of contamina-
tion, this is expensive and has a highly negative
impact on the brand image. With the metal
detectors of the Vistus series and Dylight X-ray
inspection systems, Minebea Intec offers
powerful, reliable inspection systems to confec-
tionery producers to solve this important task.
“The packaging material often sets the course
between metal detection and X-ray inspection,
explains Nick Parsons. “For example, if the
packaging contains an aluminium seal, themetal
detector is unable to reliably detect contamina-
tion so an X-ray system would be the better
choice. Within metal detection, on the other
hand, some devices might have a hard time
detecting products with changing product
effects and perform inaccurate detection and
thus extensive elimination of supposedly
contaminated products.”

First-class service quality
Reliable device and system availability is

crucial for confectionery manufacturers in order
to minimise downtimes. The production of
confectionery requires a wide range of complex
systems and devices along the entire process
chain. Reliable, well-thought-outmaintenance of
all plant parts and short response times in the
event of component failure is therefore an
important key to ensuring high productivity. To
ensure immediate support, the global supplier
of weighing and inspection technologies
provides a service tool based on AR technology.
Using themiRemote service tool, customers can
access Minebea Intec's support services directly
from anywhere, anytime via smartphone or
tablet, and thus receive qualified support
immediately when required. In this way, Minebea
Intec supports its customers in optimising the
technical availability of their systems. Under
special conditions, such as access restrictions on
site, the tool has already proven itself in many
ways. The successful remote commissioning of a
metal detector is just one of many examples.

There is more information on this at
www.minebea-Intec.comBench and floor scales of the Combics series are ideal for control weighing during the production of confectionery

Minebea Intec checkweighers like Flexus or Synus can be combined with a Vistus metal detector

SPC@Enterprise is an innovative software solution for
control and quality assurance of production processes
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Unfreezing your assets:
Taking control of meat and
poultry defrosting

Freezing meat and poultry products has
a wide range of benefits, from building stock to
maximising profit margins, however food
manufacturers must take care when unfreezing
their assets. Defrosting processes can be
challenging to control in a safe but rapid way.
Leading technology provider GEA has developed
an automated solution using cold steam under
vacuum conditions that does the job in a much
shorter timeframe than conventional methods
within a sealed, hygienic environment.

In the meat processing industry more
than half of the raw material utilised is frozen
chicken, pork, beef and turkey. Having a readily
available stock of frozen product allows food
processors the flexibility to respond to fluctuat-
ingmarket demands. However, the risks involved
in lengthy defrosting times particularly where
meat and poultry are concerned, mean that a
quick and efficient process is needed. This
presents challenges in terms of the impact
defrosting processes can have on the structural
integrity of meat products, as well as the issues
surrounding hygiene and yield loss caused by
fluids leaching out of the product.

In terms of maintaining the stuctural
integrity of meat and poultry pieces, conven-
tional defrosting methods all take their toll in
various ways. Microwave technology for
example tends to result in cooked edges and hot
spots throughout the meat, and the resultant
changes in texture can have a significant impact
on the success of futher processing down
the line, such as injection or heat treatment.
Furthermore, fluid loss or purge occurs during

all standard defrosting methods, and this fluid
contains proteins which are vital to the gelling
capacity, nutritional value and water-binding
ability of themeat or poultry. Simply injecting the
meat later on cannot restore these proteins or
the original texture and flavour of the meat or

poultry.
During the freezing of meat and

poultry products, surface temperatures are
reduced rapidly and bacterial multiplication is
severely limited, with bacteria becoming
completely dormant below -10°C. Thawing

ColdSteam: Defrosting in a vacuum

Defrosting with ColdSteam

ColdSteam: Time to defrost
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results in these same surface areas being the first
to rise in temperature and bacterial multiplica-
tion can recommence. Food safety can be noto-
riously difficult to control during defrosting, and
when meat and poultry products are subjected
to long defrosting cycles, for example in
tempering cabinets, bacterial growth can be-
come unacceptably high.

New technology developed by GEA
known as the ColdSteam T uses cold steam
within a vacuum tumbler. This centres around the
fact that water boils at a far lower temperature
in vacuum conditions than it does ordinarily. At
the normal atmospheric pressure of 1 bar, water
boils at 100°C (212°F). In a 95% vacuum
(50 mbar) the boiling point of water is reduced
to 33°C (91.4°F). This creates cold steam which
can be used in a highly effective manner to
introduce energy during the defrosting process,
as the steam condenses immediately on the
meat kicking off the defrosting process quickly
without cooking the outside edges. As the
defrosting takes place within a fully sealed
vacuum environment, the need for human
contact during the process is completely
eliminated, reducing the risk of contamination.
Anaerobic microbial growth is also prevented
under these conditions, and the entire process is
up to 25% quicker than traditional defrosting
methods.

This provides a significant improvement
in terms of speed, as well as considerably
improving yields by avoiding drip loss. During
conventional defrosting methods, moisture loss
from the product can be around 4-8%, meaning
that around 5kg of a 100kg frozen batch literally
runs down the drain. However the cold steam
tumbler gently massages any escaping fluids
back into the meat during the defrosting

process, meaning that the fully defrosted
product is virtually indistinguishable from fresh
in terms of its appearance and structure.

Defrosting meat and poultry gently but
rapidly in this way reduces lead times, enabling
food manufacturers to respond more quickly to
demand. Victoria Metaute, Food Technologist at
GEA, commented: "Defrosting or tempering
products using traditional methods for extended
periods requires human contact and exposure to
the external environment, which naturally
increases the risk of contamination. Automating
the process using advanced equipment can
mitigate this risk, and at the same time add
considerable value in other areas by increasing
yields and reducing the defrosting time. The cold
steam process provides a safe, fast, and less
labour intensive method of defrosting and
enables a consistently high-quality product to
enter the retail supply chain. This ultimately leads
to high levels of satisfaction at every point – from
processor to brand to consumer."

Ultimately, when selecting a defrosting
system, a balancemust be struck between thaw-
ing time, end condition of product, processing
problems such as effluent disposal and the
capital and operating costs of the respective
systems. Given the food safety issues involved in
defrosting meat, food manufacturers naturally
tend to prioritise thawing time over all the other
factors, however this may lead to compromise
in other areas. When it comes to the drip loss for
instance, maintaining the highest possible yields
when margins are tightly squeezed could be
impacted by the process of defrosting – at least
using conventional methods – having a far
greater impact on your bottom line than you
think.

By working with an expert provider of

defrosting technologies it is possible for food
manufacturers to overcome the drawbacks
associatedwith conventional thawing equipment
by using the cold steam method to provide
optimal conditions for efficient and safe de-
frosting whilst still delivering quality.

www.gea.com

GEA is one of the largest suppliers for the food
processing industry and a wide range of other industries
that generated consolidated revenues of approximately
EUR 4.6 billion in 2017. The international technology
group focuses on process technology and components
for sophisticated production processes in various
end-user markets. The group generates around 70% of
its revenue in the food and beverages sector that enjoys
long-term sustainable growth.As of December 31,2017,
the company employed almost 18,000 peopleworldwide.
GEA is a market and technology leader in its business
areas.The company is listed on the GermanMDAX (G1A,
WKN 660 200). In addition,GEA’s stock is included in the
MSCI Global Sustainability Indexes.

Further information is available at www.gea.com

gea
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What cookies, pasta and plastics (now) have in common

For many of us it was our first childhood
lesson in culinary circularity: Seeing how, when
the cookie baking season was finally here again,
scraps of leftover dough from cutting were
re-rolled and added to fresh dough to make a
new batch. Doing the same with homemade
pasta is a bit more tricky, which is why smart
Italian grandmothers invented maltagliati, but
with a little water, olive oil and effort it is
certainly possible.

When making the plastic films used for
keeping cookies, pasta andmany other products
fresh and clean, things are less easy. The process
generates a lot of similar scrap, but as a team of
experts from Clariant’s Business Unit Additives
learned when working with a global film manu-
facturer, only a fraction can be reused for
production. To change this, they created
AddWorks® PKG 906 Circle – a special polymer
stabilizer able to substantially boost the rate of
scrap reused in polyolefin films.

Most plastic films are made by melting
down pellets of polyethylene (PE) or polypropy-
lene (PP) resin and casting or blowing them into
large sheets and tubes, or using a special process
to make biaxially oriented PP, or BOPP, films.
Certain of the machines used actually resemble
huge pasta rollers, and manufacturing waste
collects when films are slit and trimmed, or
when production startups, shutdowns and
changeovers create leftovers and off-specmate-
rial.

The global film maker was already
grinding up and reusing some of this scrap –
both for the sake of sustainability and costs. Yet

even particularly picky cookie and pasta makers
warn that re-rolling dough affects texture and
quality. And when making plastic films, these is-
sues are even more severe.

The problem is that the leftovers have
already been “baked” during production, which
degrades the polymer chains and networks they
consist of. Add too much of this post-manufac-
turing waste to virgin resin, and the mixture will
no longer flow properly. It can also develop gel
streaks, black spots or break at high line speeds,
and have a yellow tinge in the final product.

AddWorks PKG 906 Circle minimizes
these effects. Building on an existing solution
from the AddWorks range, our additive experts
created a polymer stabilizer that allows reintro-
ducing reground scrap at a rate of 20% and
higher into virgin PP and PE resins without
notable loss in quality or process efficiency. The
stabilizer additive consists of free-flowing white
granules that are approved for food contact –
and virtually as simple to add to scrap as a

sprinkle of flour to re-rolled dough.
Similar to human cells, polymers are

damaged when they form free radicals under
heat, stress and oxidation – and AddWorks PKG
906 Circle catches these radicals and also
prevents certain chemical alterations in other
ways. An addition of 0.1 to 0.2% of our stabilizer
additive can be enough to greatly reduce the risk
of gels, spots and breakage, maintain high line
speeds, and obtain clear, untained product in the
end. In our tests, this even worked at scrap
contents of up to 30%, and the additive also
proved better at ensuring good melt flow of
BOPP resins than similar products.

While being particularly suited for BOPP
films, AddWorks PKG 906 Circle also works with
cast and blown film, and can easily be dosed to
fit different scrap rates and resin qualities. It
allows film makers to not only substantially
reduce waste and use of virgin resin, but also to
cut costs without compromising quality. Due to
these benefits, the product is specially featured
in our EcoCircle initiative, with which we support
the shift to a circular plastics economy and is the
first to carry our “Circle” designator, indicating
advantages for reuse and recycling.

It is, we can safely say, anything but a
cookie-cutter solution – and so good for reusing
scraps that it would even make Italian grand-
mothers proud.

Note: The performance of a product
depends on the conditions of use. Users should
always determine the suitability of a product for
its particular application prior to use.

Visit Clariant’s Blog ‘The Moleculist’ for
more trending stories.
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Process skids make heat
exchanger solutions easy

Modular process skids have become
popular in the food industry due to their ease
of transportation and installation. HRS Heat
Exchangers has produced skid-mounted versions
of numerous products and systems, for a wide
range of applications including pasteurisation,
cleaning in place (CIP), aseptic packing, heating,
and cooling to name a few.

What is a modular process skid?
A modular process skid is a processing

system which is contained within a frame,
making it easier to transport and install. Individ-
ual skids can contain anything from a single heat
exchanger and ancillaries to complete and
complex systems where the skid typically
contains process equipment, controls and
monitoring equipment, and ancillaries.

Process skids provide a ‘plug & play’
solution andmultiple skids can be combined into
larger systems. For example, a food pasteurisa-
tion and filling system may contain separate
skids for the pasteurisation heat exchanger, the
cooler, filler, and additional heat recovery heat
exchangers.

Benefits of process skids
Some of the reasons that process skids

have become so popular include:
•Ease of installation. Because the system is built
at themanufacturer’s factory, once it arrives on
site it usually only needs connecting to the ex-
isting infrastructure and services, with a mini-
mum of in situ assembly. This also reduces the
disruption and down time required when the

skid is installed.
•Quality of construction – Fabricating the skid
in the workshop means that all aspects of
production can be controlled. It is not depend-
ent on vagaries such as weather conditions or
working around the client’s existing production
schedules. Therefore, no compromises are
needed in terms of welding technique or the
order of assembly.

This skid-mounted pre-cooler consists of 10 HRS AS Series heat
exchangers

This orange juice pasteurisation system for a Mexican client consists of a number of process skids

The process skids to create a new production line for Nutripeople were connected on site

Matt Hale
International Sales &
Marketing Director
HRS Heat Exchangers
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•Ease of transport – With everything contained
in a single unit, transport to the site becomes
much easier. It also creates the potential to
move smaller skids between production lines
or operating sites.

• Small footprint – By layering key components,
skids can be made to a specific size and the
overall footprint can be kept to a minimum.

• Testing and approval – Factory acceptance
testing (FAT) can be completed by the manu-
facturer before the skid is shipped to the client,
helping to reduce start-up and commissioning
times.

These numerous advantages deliver
customer benefits in terms of saved time and
money. In addition, process skids provide a
combination of flexibility and robustness
compared to traditional on-site building
methods. Skids can be supplied inmultiple sizes,
from a typical 1x1.2 m pallet, up to a full 2.43 x
12.2 m shipping container.

Examples of HRS process skids
HRS is experienced in producing skids

for food and beverage use using high quality
stainless steel and frequently supplies systems
built around process skids. Some recent
examples include:
•An orange juice pasteurisation system for a
Mexican company which is comprised of a
series of skid-mounted units which together
form a turnkey pasteurisation, cooling and
aseptic filling solution.

• Spanish social enterprise Nutripeople turns
surplus fruit and vegetables into finished highly
nutritional food pouches for use by organisa-
tions such as UNICEF and Oxfam. HRS
provided the company with a new production
line which includes tanks, mixers, pumps, a
homogeniser and R Series scraped-surface heat
exchangers for pasteurisation. These elements
were supplied on process skids which were
combined into a finished production line at
Nutripeople’s factory in Murcia.

•Ready Foods, a US food company producing
sauces andmarinades commissioned a turnkey
cooling system to process up to 90 tonnes of
marinade a week. The solution included
pumps, a pre-cooler for the cooling water, two
Unicus Series heat exchangers to cool the
product, as well as valves, controls and a
cleaning-in-place (CIP) system. Key elements

were supplied on process skids to facilitate
quick installation and ease of operation.

• The HRS AF Series of aseptic fillers are supplied
skid mounted as standard.

•HRS has a range of trial units from heat
exchangers to pilot plant evaporation skids,
which are available for clients to prove the
suitability of a particular model or technology
prior to full system design. These are all skid
mounted to enable easy transportation and
quick set up on site.

Whatever type and size of system you
require, talk to us today about how skid mount-
ing your process solution can save time and
make installation and operation easier.

HRS Heat Exchangers
HRS House, 10-12 Caxton Way
Watford Business Park
Watford, Herts. WD18 8JY
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1923 232 335
Email: info@uk.hrs-he.com
www.hrs-heatexchangers.com

Above: HRS supply a number of aseptic fillers, pumps and trial units on process skids

Left: A skid-mounted HRS trial evaporation system in use at a client’s facility
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Located in the UK, HRS Heat Exchangers is part of the
HRS Group which operates at the forefront of thermal
technology, offering innovative heat transfer solutions
worldwide across a diverse range of industries. With
almost 40 years’ experience in the food sector, special-
ising in the design andmanufacture of an extensive range
of turnkey systems and components, incorporating our
corrugated tubular and scraped surface heat exchanger
technology, HRS units are compliant with global design
and industry standards. HRS has a network of offices
throughout the world:Australia, New Zealand, UK, Spain,
USA, Malaysia and India; with manufacturing plants in
the UK, India and Spain.

hrs heat exchangers

New site deepens
commitment to India’s
product identification
and traceability needs
To better align the services and solutions
offered to its customers in the Indian subconti-
nent, Markem-Imaje is opening a new factory
and head office in Bhiwadi, India. The modern
production facility features state-of-the-art labs
and sampling centers, as well as ink production
and printer assembly.

Today’s site opening in Bhiwadi marks
an important step in Markem-Imaje’s long-term
vision for ensuring a best-in-class service for its
customers in India and abroad. At 22.3k meters
squared (5.5 acres), the site in the state of
Rajasthan, an industrial hub in the north of India,
houses not only coder and ink production
but also commercial operations, aftermarket
support and back-office functions.

Vincent Vanderpoel, President and CEO
of Markem-Imaje observes: “As a leading player
globally in the coding industry and part of Dover
Corporation, our new facilities and resources will
ensure that manufacturers and original equip-
ment manufacturers have access to the most
effective and innovative coding technology and
services available.”

“We’ve been active in India since 1987
and have already seen phenomenal progress,
which we have been privileged to support. I am
convinced the best days are still to come and see
India as a huge growth opportunity for us and
our customers,” continues Mr. Vanderpoel. “Our
new site is proof of our unwavering interest in
bringing world-leading printing and coding so-
lutions to India and its neighbors. Merging equip-
ment and consumables manufacturing with
specialist sales expertise in brand protection, as
well as sophisticated consulting and integration
services, enables us to deliver the market’s best
solutions across the region.”
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Mandatory deposit on containers
in Germany, no more exceptions
Coated PET bottles protect sensitive beverages and the environment

The Bundesrat (upper house of German
parliament) recently voted in favor of extend-
ing the mandatory deposit on containers to
cover all non-returnable plastic bottles and
beverage cans. This is good news for the
protection of the environment. For besides
yielding a higher quota of returns, a high
recycling rate has a positive impact on the
ecobalance of beverage packaging. Imple-
menting this would present a lot of juice
producers with a number of challenges,
however. Their problem is that owing to the
composition of their materials most plastic
bottles filled with sensitive products such as
juice cannot be collected by type and recycled
to make new bottles. Barrier technologies
already established on the market provide an
answer here; these protect the liquid food
from gas exchange with the help of a wafer-
thin layer of chemically pure glass. Dortmund
manufacturer of filling and packaging systems
KHS is a pioneer in this field. Since 2002 the
corporate group has provided a glass coating
technology that enables full bottle-to-bottle
recycling under the name of FreshSafe PET®.

Plastic bottles should be returned to a
deposit machine. However, as is so often the
case, unfortunately there are exceptions to this
rule. While a deposit is levied on apple spritzer in
non-returnable PET bottles, there is no such
obligation for apple juice in the same type of
packaging. Juice bottles are thus collected
through dual waste disposal systems and cannot
be recycled to make new PET bottles in the
sense of a circular economy. For consumers, this
rule is confusing. Regarding the protection of the
environment, too, the current legislation is also
hard to fathom. Due to the limitations of the
mandatory deposit system, about 10% of all PET
bottles each year are lost to the closed recycling
loop according to a study by packaging market
research institute GVM from 2018 . This
amounts to approximately 40,000 metric tons
of plastic per annum that cannot be reused to
make food packaging. The German federal state
of Hesse has since recognized this problem and
together with Baden-Württemberg applied to
widen the scope of the compulsory deposit on

beverage containers in the upper house of Ger-
man parliament – with success. This recently
voted in favor of extending the mandatory de-
posit system to cover all non-returnable plastic
bottles.

Juice bottles: the problem of recyclability
This recommendation is cause for con-

cern to many German juice producers who fill
their products into non-deposit one-way PET
bottles. Unlike water or a lot of carbonated soft
drinks these sensitive beverages have to be pro-
tected against external influences such as oxy-
gen pickup. To ensure this protection, juice and
nectar bottles made of PET often contain addi-
tives with oxygen absorbers. These additives
make them more difficult to recycle than a nor-
mal PET bottle as despite being subjected to
elaborate processes the variousmaterials cannot
be separated during recycling and cause discol-
oration of the recyclate, for example. This com-
plicates pooled recycling with the conventional
non-returnable PET containers in the deposit
system and renders global bottle-to-bottle recy-
cling, for which 100% pure rPET is required,
practically impossible.

With the digital twin the mechanical components, electrical equipment and software programming must be able to access the exact same data
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One environmentally-friendly alternative
is to use an oxygen barrier made of chemically
pure glass. The wafer-thin coating on the inside
of the PET bottle not only effectively protects
the juice from oxygen pickup but is also fully re-
cyclable. During the standard recycling process
the coating is hydrolyzed using hot caustic and
thus removed from the inside bottle wall. It then
goes into solution and the pure PET can be col-
lected by type.

Solution available
The KHS Group is a pioneer in the field

of interior glass coating for PET bottles. For
about 15 years now the systems manufacturer
and packaging specialist has offered its cus-
tomers in the food and beverage industries a
fully recyclable system for juice bottles. Bottlers
of renown such as Eckes-Granini have been using
the ecofriendly packaging system named Fresh-
Safe PET® for many years.

The manufacture of the recyclable PET
bottle differs only slightly from that of a con-
ventional juice bottle. In both cases a standard
PET preform is used as the basic material. These
plastic containers that look like a test tube with
a screw top are turned into bottles on a stretch
blow molding machine. Here, the preform can
be made of new plastic or of recycled material –
or what is known as recyclate.

In the FreshSafe PET® system the bot-
tle is then fed to a downstream coatingmachine.
KHS provides this in a number of different ver-
sions and with various capacity ranges. The KHS
InnoPET Plasmax 20QS, for example, outputs up
to 48,000 bottles per hour. The turnkey sup-
plier’s extensive portfolio also includes two com-
pact block systems. The InnoPET FreshSafe
block linked up to a KHS stretch blow molder
produces empty coated PET bottles. The KHS
InnoPET FreshSafe TriBlock comprising a stretch
blow molder, coating machine and filling unit
blows, coats and fills the bottles on a single ma-
chine before these are then sealed.

From pharmaceuticals to food and bever-
ages

The bottles are coated using the PICVD
method, a process first used in the pharmaceu-
tical industry. In this process a reaction gas mix-
ture is introduced into the PET bottle in a fine
vacuum and this subsequently transformed into
a plasma state by microwaves. In this state SiOx
or chemically pure glass is deposited on the in-
side of the bottle.

The interior glass coating is transparent
and has a thickness of less than 0.1 µm. It is thus
flexibly and chemically bonded to the inside wall
of the juice bottle. This prevents the glass coat-
ing from being accidentally removed when force
is applied to the PET bottle, for instance; it can
only be separated during the recycling process.
Thanks to this particular property the FreshSafe
PET® bottle from KHS is 100% bottle-to-
bottle recyclable. This has also been recognized
by trade associations such as the European PET
Bottle Platform and the Association of Plastic
Recyclers (USA). Furthermore, the bottle’s suit-
ability for use with foods has also been officially
proven. In many countries including the USA and
the whole of Europe the KHS system has food-
grade approval.

For consumers and the environment:
FreshSafe PET® has many benefits

After coating the FreshSafe PET® bot-
tle can be filled with product and provides full
protection against both oxygen pickup and loss
of CO2 and water vapor. In this way the Plasmax
coating prevents the quality of the sensitive bev-
erage from being compromised and means that
the product keeps up to ten times longer than in
uncoated plastic bottles.

In addition, glass-coated PET juice bot-
tles have a number of further benefits – both for
the consumer and the environment. For in-
stance, plastic bottles aremuch lighter than glass
bottles. This has a positive impact on the amount
of CO2 emitted by trucks as fewer bottles or
lower load weights mean less gas consumption.
Plastic bottles are also unbreakable and flexible.

In addition to environmental aspects
and the protection of the product, economy is
also important. On the one hand, thanks to the
glass coating the amount of plastic used com-
pared to containers with oxygen absorbers is
lower, thus yielding cost savings. On the other,
bottlers can work with standard PET preforms,
further reducing the cost per bottle.

KHS promotes the closed recycling loop
The greatest advantage of the FreshSafe

PET® system, however, lies in its ability to be
fully recycled to produce pure PET. With this the
KHS Group supports efforts to create a closed
PET recycling loop and facilitate bottle-to-
bottle recycling. This is essential if plastic bottles
are to have a positive ecobalance, as the ALPLA
LCA Packaging study carried out last year illus-
trates.

In order to continue to boost the high
recycling rate of about 93% for PET bottles in
Germany and further strengthen the bottle-to-
bottle recycling loop, the KHS Group recently in-
troduced an innovative bottle concept for
sensitive beverages. Its Beyond Juice bottle is a
fully recyclable PET bottle made entirely of recy-
cled materials. Thanks to the FreshSafe PET®
barrier system it provides outstanding product
protection. Environmental service provider Inter-
seroh has issued the container with its Made for
Recycling seal of quality. The Beyond Juice bot-
tle is the first PET bottle ever to score a full 20
out of 20 points in this rating system.

With the new bottle concept juice pro-
ducers can save more than 1,500metric tons of
raw materials at a production of 50 million bot-
tles a year. In doing so they are greatly helping to
improve the ecobalance of plastic packaging. The
Beyond Juice bottle is even more environmen-
tally friendly in combination with Nature Multi-
PackTM fromKHS, a container system that holds
bottles together with dots of adhesive which are
strong and secure yet easy to remove. With the
help of this tried-and-tested packaging variant
the plastic film otherwise used to form PET bot-
tles into packs of six, for example, is no longer
required. This reduces the amount of packaging
waste by up to 90%. Like the coated PET juice
bottles, the dots of adhesive are also fully recy-
clable.

References:
1 Gesellschaft für Verpackungsmarktforschung (2018): “Aufkommen und Verw-
ertung von PET-Flaschen in Deutschland 2017” (occurrence and recycling of PET
bottles in Germany). Study carried out on behalf of Forum PET within the German
Association of Plastics Packaging and Films.
2 PICVD stands for Plasma Impulse Chemical Vapor Deposition.
3 c7-consult (2019): “Ökobilanz für Gebinde aus PET und anderen Materialien”
(ecobalance for containers made of PET and other materials), on behalf of ALPLA
Werke Alwin Lehner GmbH & Co KG.
4 Gesellschaft für Verpackungsmarktforschung (2018): “Aufkommen und Verw-
ertung von PET-Flaschen in Deutschland 2017” (occurrence and recycling of PET
bottles in Germany). Study carried out on behalf of Forum PET within the German
Association of Plastics Packaging and Films.

For more information go to:
www.khs.com/en/media
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KHS and Ferrum further expand their long-standing
cooperation and seal their partnership
The KHS Group and Ferrum AG have intensi-
fied their longstanding cooperation. Pending
approval from antitrust authorities, KHS GmbH
will be acquiring a stake in Ferrum Packaging AG.
The aim is to optimally bundle the competencies
of bothmachine-engineering companies to form
a common system portfolio in the interest of
providing integrated customer systems. At the
same time, customers will also benefit in the
future from well thought-out, one stop-shop
services.

The KHS Group and Ferrum AG have
been working together extremely successfully in
the can segment for years. Dortmund full-
service provider KHS values most of all its Swiss
partner's innovative machine technology and its

expertise based on many years of experience,
emphasizes Martin Resch, CFO in charge of
purchasing at KHS. “Ferrum AG is the worldwide
well-known manufacturer of can seamers.
Combined with our future-oriented solutions in
the field of filling and packaging technology, we
form an effective union that is valued highly in
the market."

The two engineering companies are
now intensifying their cooperation even further.
Ferrum Packaging AG was founded as a
subsidiary of Ferrum AG and incorporates
Ferrum's entire worldwide can seaming business.
KHS will be acquiring minority ownership in
Ferrum. At the same time, Ferrum Packaging
Inc., the US subsidiary of Ferrum Packaging AG,
will be taking over KHS’ can seaming business

together with its employees and will be
integrating it into the joint offer.
Intelligently combined system solutions

The aim of themerger is to develop and
globally market joint solutions. To date, the KHS
Group has offered tried and tested Ferrum can
seamers only as accessory components for its
canning lines. Effective immediately, work in
close cooperation will begin on developing even
more efficient systems including a filler-seamer
block. "Based on skilled future planning of
technical components, block solutions are to be
designed to be as integrative as possible and do
away with redundant functions," says Dr.
Siegmar Stang, Executive Vice President Wet
Area at KHS.
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Arla Foods: Putting customers first
and enhancing productivity with
cutting-edge quality control
By Jesper Bach, Managing Director, Trivision

During these difficult and unpredictable
times, food processing companies must focus
on staying productive and reducing downtime.
This is easier said than done, with many factors
to consider such as labour shortages, social
distancing regulations and lockdowns, all of
which have caused difficulties for businesses
around the world. However, due to Covid
restrictions, consumers are less likely to visit
restaurants, and are increasingly relying on
supermarkets as their primary food source. This
increased strain on the food packaging and
processing industry means that scaling up
demand, whilst maintaining customer satisfac-
tion is of the utmost importance.

Arla Foods is a global dairy company
and co-operative owned by 9,900 dairy farmers.
The company is committed to finding innovative
solutions to the issues that impact the food
processing industry, with their UK facility
becoming the first net zero carbon site of its
kind. They discovered that manual quality checks
were contributing to a significant amount of
downtime, and even then, products with faulty
packaging were still reaching customers and
damaging their brand reputation. More specifi-
cally, it required a solution that could check that
the protective paper was placed correctly on its
Lurpak® butter during the quality control stage.

Automating excellence
The company decided they needed a

solution with the ability to immediately detect
errors and report faults in real-time in the
production line. The solution they selected was
the TriVision VisioPointer®. This highly accurate
system gave Arla the necessary assurance that its
customers would receive consistently flawless
products with high quality packaging. The unique
TriVision system does this by empowering
customers to secure both product quality and
optimise production at the same time, by
providing unique production insights leading to
root-cause-analysis of the problems causing the
product error.

The VisioPointer® has a high definition
touchscreen along with an intuitive interface,
which allowed Arla to ensure that its employees
had the ability to closely monitor for any errors
and determine whether there was a fault earlier
in the production line, for example misprinted
bar codes or incorrect placement of labels. By
doing so, puts an end to the costly process of
re-printing labels for an entire production line,
and even having to dispose of products, vastly
reducing waste outputs.

Arla was looking beyond just a technical

solution, they needed to ensure that they could
rely on a supplier to provide comprehensive
customer service, and act as a partner. They were
impressed by TriVision’s ability to view Arla’s
dashboard online and offer resolutions while Arla
could see how the issues were being solved.

Empowering customers with data
The VisioPointer® also uses data driven

insights that augment the quality control
checking process, to create tangible and valuable
recommendations for optimising production.
The system collects data about the production
process and analyses it to spot trends, and offer
recommendations. The insights are gathered into
reports which can be accessed via email on the
online portal, with valuable statistics such as
amount of rejected products, cycle time and
error distribution.

Whether that’s increasing the conveyor
belt speed or carrying out maintenance, these
recommendations are key in reducing downtime,
increasing cycle time and increasing throughput.

A bright future
Using TriVision’s VisioPointer®, Arla has

eliminated the issue of packaging errors causing
downtime and brand damage. All products that
don’t meet its specifications are removed during
the quality check phase. For Arla, this has
resulted in a sharp decrease in customer
complaints, further strengthening its reputation
as a leading provider of high-quality dairy
products.

Not only this, by using this state-of-the-
art quality control system’s ‘production

intelligence’ module, has allowed Arla to increase
its overall production efficiency and substantially
boost productivity. This is because when a
malfunction occurs, the operator can use the
module to access the history of the system to
identity and rectify the issue.

Many businesses with facilities in differ-
ent countries are struggling with fast-moving and
vastly different lockdown regulations. By
automating quality control, Arla can ensure
that they are still compliant with Covid social
distancing regulations, whilst keeping staff
members safe and productive, leaving them free
to focus on other areas of the business.

www.trivision.dk
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Tethered trends: Exploring the
impact on cap moulding lines

The EU recently introduced a directive on
marine plastic litter, and tethered caps and
closures play an important role. As of May 2024,
EU producers, retailers and manufacturers, as
well as importers to EU countries will be obliged
to implement tethered closures on all beverage
containers up to three litres.

Although Sumitomo (SHI) Demag is not
a manufacturer of caps and closures, many of
the company’s customers are and have started
to question the production challenges they may
encounter. UK Managing Director Nigel Flowers
explores the challenges and important consider-
ations that moulders can pre-plan for.

In theory, you can produce tethered
caps through an existing packaging injection
moulding machine just as you would any other
closure or container. Cycle times are of course
extremely critical, andmost closuremanufactur-
ers specialising in this sector produce tens of
millions of caps per year. In order to succeed,
closure moulders will need to examine every
potential tethered ring and cap application -
press on, side clip, flip top, carbonated screw
cap - to ensure that the selection of materials,
machine and tooling give the optimum blend of
speed, quality and processing repeatability.

Impact report
Several years ago, PwC conducted an

impact report study estimating that the
changeover cost could reach up to €8.7 billion1.
This will of course be very dependent on how
extensively neck finishes on beverage containers
need to be changed. These forecast costs cover
capital investment costs as well as significant
losses of productivity and downtime for existing
operations while lines are being reconfigured.

Looking specifically at the moulding
processing conditions, these in theory won’t
change considerably. Providing the material isn’t
altered, melt stability will be the same. The main
investment outlay will be in mould tool design,

which may require increasing the mould space
of injection moulding machinery or opting for a
larger tonnage packaging machine. A number of
mould toolmakers have already committed
to increase, some double, their production
capacity in this space to cater to increased de-
mand for replacement mould tools.

Mould tool cavitation
High cavitation mould tools - 64, 72,

and 96 - are commonplace in closure produc-
tion, due to the high volumes required. Adding
the tether ring into the mould design either
means reducing the number of cavities in the
tooling, or increasing the size of the mould tool
and consequently the mould space and tonnage
of injection moulding machine to accommodate
bigger tooling. Additionally, if the shot weight
and part weight of the closure component
increases, a greater injection unit capacity may
be required.

Themachine selectedwill be dictated by
mould design and the cavitation layout. Higher
pressures and speeds, faster cooling times, and
modifications to part-ejection and gating
arrangements are all important factors to keep
in mind.

Machine advances
To support these efforts, Sumitomo

(SHI) Demag continues to pioneer the develop-
ment of packaging machines. The company’s
El-Exis SP range, available globally, now com-
prises 10 machines, with a clamp force range
of between 150 and 1,000 tons.

Capable of delivering dry cycle times of
less than two seconds, this latest generation of
EL-Exis SP’s is specifically designed to withstand
the higher stresses and injection pressures that
are so critical in achieving repeatability. The range
is aimed squarely at high volume manufacturers
of polymer products, particularly caps and
closures, and the new 1000 ton machine can
easily accommodate a 96 cavity tether cap and
ring tool. With the introduction of a new control
valve regulating the hydraulic pressure during the

loading of the accumulator, the range consumes
up to 15% less energy that previous generations
of El-Exis machines.

Reducing the cavitation of a tool to
64 or less might warrant closure moulders
considering the efficiency and energy saving
merits of an all-electric machine. Several closure
moulders developing tamper evident closure
bands have invested in dedicated IntElect all
electric machine cells in recent years as they
deliver consistent moulding precision. Addition-
ally, the newest IntElect’s feature an increased tie
bar distance which significantly increases the
mould space. This means they can accommo-
date larger mould tools combined with very
small injection units. The ability to install small
screws matched with a large mould space is a
big advantage as it improves the dosing and
injection performance.

Quality control
Processing consistently is equally

important to the integrity of the tether ring
which slides over the neck thread of a beverage
container. Extra tests may need to be performed
to ensure shrinkage doesn’t occur, or conversely
the tethered cap ring stays attached to the
bottle. An integrated vision control system is
more than capable of monitoring these process-
ing conditions.

An automated example was showcased
at last years’ K Show. Featuring the inspection
Capwatcher Q Line from Intravis, eight high-
resolution cameras collect, visualise and provide
up to 144,000 cavity-based measurements per
minute. It also sources a unique inline tempera-
turemeasurement for each closure, which allows
moulders to determine the shrinkage behaviour
of each and every closure. From a quality control
perspective, this is groundbreaking stuff and
significantly reduces production waste.

Reference:

1 https://www.newfoodmagazine.com/news/76731/pwc-plastic-carbon-cost/

http://uk.sumitomo-shi-demag.eu/

An El-Exis SP 300 ton machine producing and quality
inspecting 72 caps (26/22mm) every 2 seconds

Producing pails at K-2019, the 1,000-ton El-Exis can easily accommodate a 96-cavity tether cap and ring mould
says Nigel Flowers
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Baker Perkins has adapted twin-screw
extrusion technology used extensively for starch
based foods to produce biodegradable loose fill
chips, or peanuts, of expanded packaging.

Baker Perkins has specialised in the
extrusion of starch-based foods such as snacks
and ready-to-eat cereals for over 50 years, and
is applying its depth of process know-how and
experience to the production of biodegradable
alternatives to polystyrene and plastic packaging.

This expertise is relevant because
the process of mixing, hydrating, expanding,
shaping and cutting starches into chips hasmore
in common with food extrusion than plastics or
other industrial processes.

Although the machines may look the
same as a food extruder and the biodegradable
product looks similar to plastic foam, they are in
reality both significantly different.

Natural bio materials are not as consis-
tent as synthetic plastics and the hydration
process of the starch has no direct equivalent
in plastics. A comparison is putting petrol in a
diesel car – minor differences render the major
similarities irrelevant.

Baker Perkins' range of twin-screw
extruders includes a 19mm benchtop machine
for research labs, a 24mm unit for pilot plants
and production extruders from 30mm up to
100mm.

Dies for a range of chips are available,
along with the appropriate cutter, and are easily
interchanged to allow a full range of product
types to be manufactured.

Baker Perkins also provides extruders
and process expertise for industrial applications
including powder coatings, toners and speciality
chemicals. The company operates an Innovation
Centre with two twin-screw extruders that are
available for everything from simple demonstra-
tions of current technology to new product
development trials and experiments with new
materials.

The pressure to switch to biodegradable
or sustainable packaging means that this is a
fast-moving field constantly being challenged to
develop new products and to use a wider range
of biomaterials, including recycled and by-
products. Baker Perkins know-how is already
available to achieve these goals.
www.bakerperkins.com
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HugoBeck
launches new
website
THugo Beck has launched a new website to
provide an enhanced user-friendly experience
that reflects its expertise in providing packaging
machine solutions and services across a wide
variety of industries and applications.

The website - www.hugobeck.com -
has a completely new design and contains the
latest information on all aspects of the com-
pany’s horizontal film and paper packaging
machines. Presented under the business
strapline “We package your world”, the site
instantly welcomes visitors and provides easy
access to further details on Hugo Beck’s port-
folio of solutions and services. The new user-
friendly layout allows visitors to directly access
material on the home page without the need for
the navigation bar, providing access to suitable
flowpack, form fill and seal or shrink-wrapping
solutions for industry-specific product applica-
tions.

“Hugo Beck has an established reputa-
tion for the quality of its equipment and awealth
of knowledge and experience gained over 65
years, and we wanted this to be reflected in our
website,” says Timo Kollmann, sales director at
Hugo Beck. “We designed the newwebsite with
our users inmind, not only making it muchmore
aesthetically pleasing with its invitingly open
design, but also ensuring easy access to our
information in next to no time.”

Greiner Packaging
performs initial tests
with K3® cupsmade
from 100% r-PS
Greiner Packaging is taking active steps to
drive the circular economy forward. One great
example is its K3® yogurt cup, which is made
from an environmentally friendly cardboard-
plastic combination that can be printed with an
attractive design. This particular cup is now
the focus of a project carried out by Greiner
Packaging in Switzerland, a move that reflects
the company’s strong commitment to highlight-
ing the outstanding recyclability of polystyrene
(PS). The goal is to manufacture food packaging
from recycled PS. This project marks the first
time that 100% mechanically recycled PS has
been combined with 100% recycled cardboard.
The complete solution was tested on the typical
Swiss yoghurt twin packs – and the results are
very promising.

Extrusion
based
biodegradable
chip
packaging

Smurfit Kappa launches sustainable
new alternative for banana producers
Smurfit Kappa, a FTSE 100 company and
leading provider of paper-based packaging
solutions, has extended its range of sustainable
and biodegradable products for the agricultural
sector with the launch of BanaBag®.

BanaBag® is an innovative and sustain-
able product created by Smurfit Kappa to
address the quality assurance needed for
excellent bagging during the complete growth
cycle of the banana plant. It is a unique solution
for organic producers because it protects
the fruit from disease and insects, whilst also
reducing the overheating that can result from
using other materials like plastic.

The BanaBag® is made from cellulose
which acts as a natural insulator to the growing
bananas maintaining the quality of the product
even in higher temperatures.

In addition to advantages in the farming
process, BanaBag® is the right choice for banana
producers that are supplying international
markets where consumers are demanding
sustainable products with traceable production
processes and supply chains. The BanaBag® is
100% paper-based, making it renewable,
recyclable and biodegradable and importantly, it

can be used as compost for the soil.
Laurent Sellier, Chief Operating Officer

of Smurfit Kappa Europe Paper and Board,
commented: “At Smurfit Kappa, we are
committed to innovation and the development
of paper-based sustainable products that
support our customers in the improvement of
their processes and products. With a continuing
drive to make a positive impact on the agricul-
tural sector with innovative solutions like
BanaBag®, we aim to positively contribute to
better outcomes for farmers who are moving
towards more sustainable methods.”

Juan Guillermo Castaneda, CEO of
Smurfit Kappa The Americas added: “Some of
the largest banana exporters in the world are in
South and Central America where we operate.
Ecuador, Colombia, Costa Rica and the
Dominican Republic are on the list of the 10
countries that export more than 80% of the
world´s bananas, mainly to European markets.
This challenges producers to continuously adapt
to the fast paced trends of consumers whowant
to be reassured that the products they buy and
consume are sustainable.”

www.smurfitkappa.com
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Sealed Air creates
chlorine-free
shrink bags for
circular economy

Sealed Air has developed chlorine-free
vacuum shrink bags to help food processors and
retailers improve food safety and sustainability in
a circular economy.

The new CRYOVAC® brand OptiDure‘
Bags (ODF4005) are made from a carefully
selected range of resins to deliver a highly
protective chlorine-free EVOH barrier. This is
designed to extend shelf life, reduce waste and
safeguard food during distribution, storage and
retail.

Total packaging material weight is
reduced by more than half in the high-tech
generation of multilayer, coextruded shrink bags,
which enables operators to lower carbon foot-
prints by up to 39%, compared to standard
bags.

Jos Van den Block, Food Proteins
Packaging Director at Sealed Air, comments: “The
principles of a circular economy are increasingly
becoming standard practice. Consumers across
Europe are demanding less waste and better use
of resources. They want cleaner, safer and more
sustainable ways of living, which influences how
they buy food.

“CRYOVAC® brand OptiDure‘ Bags
(ODF4005) have been designed for food
processors and retailers to meet these market
demands. The chlorine-free EVOH barrier offers
excellent resistance to oxygen and other poten-
tial contaminants such asmoisture, humidity and
aromas. This protects food quality and safety,
extends shelf life and minimises waste.”

Food integrity is further protected by
the outstanding shrink qualities of OptiDure‘, as

well as its strong abuse resistant material.
Together, these prevent rips, tears and punctures,
whilst the shrink bag’s reliable pleated heat seals
stop leaks and seal-in freshness and flavour.

Jos Van den Block adds: “The benefits
of OptiDure‘ extend beyond its protective
qualities. Its overlap sealing properties, combined
with automated high-speed packing systems,
stop bags from sticking together. This can reduce
levels of extra work caused by seal failures by up
to 45%, helping improve efficiencies and further

eliminating waste. Additional benefits are
delivered by the shrink bag’s bright, glossy and
transparent material. This improves pack
appearance and enhances the consumer brand
experience to encourage purchasing.”

OptiDure‘ Bags work with a range of
heat-sealing vacuum packaging systems, such as
shrink bags or ULMA Flow-Vac® and are perfect
for packing freshmeats and poultry, smoked and
processed meats and cheeses.

Jos Van den Block concludes:
“CRYOVAC® brand OptiDure‘ bags represent
another innovative step forward in providing
food processors and retailers withmodern pack-
aging solutions that perform on many different
levels. Market demands and expectations of
packaging are becoming greater and it’s more
important than ever for food packaging to
deliver both outstanding safety and sustainability
benefits.”
www.sealedair.com

NewSyntegon Pack 2020 flowwrapper
Syntegon Technology has launched the next
generation of flowwrappers -– the Pack 202. As
the successor of the Pack 201, the machine is a
fully automated horizontal flow wrapping
machine for low to medium speeds. The flow
wrapper is suitable for bars, bakery products,
cookies and crackers, as well as non-food
applications. With the Pack 202, manufacturers
benefit from a number of technological advances
that were first introduced on the new Pack 403
last year, including an easily removable discharge
belt, upgrades to the cross-seal and fin seal

units, and a highly intuitive, user-centered
design. “Our new flow wrapper for small to
mid-sized manufacturers certainly packs a
punch: We were able to integrate some of the
features of our Pack 403 for medium to high
speed applications into the new Pack 202. The
machine is easy to operate, clean and maintain,
which reduces downtime and maximizes overall
equipment effectiveness,” Christiaan Mulder,
product manager at Syntegon in Schiedam,
Netherlands, states. The Pack 202 is a heat-
sealing flow wrapper. Supported pack styles
include pillow, gusseted and easy-to-open packs.

Redefining the
standards for
returnable transit
packaging:
Schoeller Allibert
UK launches
Maxinest EVO®

Schoeller Allibert, a European market leader
in the production of recyclable, reusable and
returnable plastic packaging solutions, has
launched an upgraded version of its industry
leading Maxinest® container for the food
processing and grocery retail markets in the UK.

Maxinest Evo® sets a new standard in
the fast-moving and increasingly important
grocery and e-commerce retail sectors, where
efficiency and sustainability are of paramount
importance.

Jon Walkington, Retail and System
Integrator Sales Director at Schoeller Allibert UK,
commented: “Maxinest Evo represents the
evolution of the original Maxinest range of
products which, after facilitating hundreds of
millions of journeys since their mass-adoption in
the 1990s, remains the standard on which food
and grocery retail supply chains operate today.

“During the past 30 years, numerous
companies have tried to replicate the original
Maxinest container, resulting in a range of
‘copy-cat’ products boasting a lower price point
but with typically short-lived performance. With
a combination of input from the world’s leading
injection moulding technology companies and
Schoeller Allibert’s unique plastic engineering
know-how, the Maxinest Evo range of products
has been born.”

MULTIVAC sells its
majority holding in
TrimasterOy
The MULTIVAC company Trimaster Oy, which
is based in the Finnish city of Tampere, has been
sold with effect from 1 November 2020 as a
management buyout under the leadership of
Leo Johansson. In regard to all automation and
line projects, theMULTIVAC subsidiaries will con-
tinue to work with Trimas-ter as before and offer
customers the company's solutions.

“We decided on the sale, because we
are convinced that Trimaster has better market
opportunities with more local direction and
without the constraints of a large organisation,”
explains Christian Traumann, Group President
of MULTIVAC.

As a consequence of the sale, Kimmo
Vesterinen, Factory Manager at Trimaster, will
join MULTIVAC Finland, where he will initially
work as the deputy to the current Managing
Director, Esa Harju, before taking up the senior
management role at MULTIVAC FinlandwhenMr
Harju retires.
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Jenton International Ltd – part of The Jenton
Group – has been appointed as exclusive distrib-
utor in the UK and Eire for the range of bagging
equipment manufactured by Pronova Packaging
Systems in Halstad, Sweden. In parallel, the
company has also been appointed as agent for
the range of ‘Joker®’ bags and pouches manu-
factured to run on the machines by Supreme
Plastics in Whitby in Yorkshire.

This complete packaging solution has
been developed and marketed over many years
to offer an efficient way to ramp up production
of Doybags and pouches and provide a cost
effective alternative to form-fill-seal for the food,
medical and DIY markets.

Pronova is the inventor or the ‘Joker’ bag
packaging concept. This Joker design builds on a
chain of linked premanufactured bags that runs
along a pair of opening rails that open up and

support the bags for filling. Bags then pass
through a unit where they are closed, sealed and
separated. A number of patents exist on these
systems.

The innovative design of the pouches
and the opening rails enable many packs at a
time to be perfectly opened at the point of
filling. A number of automatic filling systems can
be utilised and synchronised with the indexing
system of the Pronova machine. It enables even
the most difficult products to be packed into
either standard or customised bags.

“We are delighted to be working on this
product with Pronova and Supreme Plastics,”
says Richard Little, Managing Director of Jenton.
“We have supplied equipment to Supreme
Plastics to help make these bags for many years
and now we can work alongside them to help
grow the market. Pronova machines are the
natural step up from the band sealers that we

currently offer and so we can now help bag and
pouch fillers at all stages of their production
growth.”

The Pronova bagging machines are
suitable for manual, semi or fully automated
packaging applications. The range includes a
model for horizontal filling which is ideal for
products that need extra careful handling and a
stainless steel version for hygienic packing. As
well as conventional bags, other options include
pouches with resealable zips, stand up pouches
and label pouches.

At its Whitchurch-based facility, Jenton
Group offers a full workshop for equipment
repair andmaintains an extensive stock of spares
in addition to having a number of service
engineers available for on-site repairs and main-
tenance.

www.jenton.co.uk

Jenton appointed
as distributor for
Pronova ‘Joker®

bagging
equipment and
supreme plastic
bags and pouches

‘World first’ tea capsulesmade using
SABIC’s TRUCIRCLE™solution
for certified circular polypropylene
Avoury®, the new brand launched by Melitta
Single Portions, is working with SABIC’s
TRUCIRCLE™ portfolio of solutions and services
to create its pioneering new premium organic tea
capsules, made from certified circular polypropy-
lene (PP) that uses feedstock made from used
plastic. The launch represented an innovative use
of recycled, transparent plastic tea capsules in
the industry, representing an exciting step
towards amore sustainable future with products
which are easier to recycle and that help to
create a circular economy for plastics.

Avoury® was one of the first companies
to adopt SABIC’s pioneering TRUCIRCLE
solution for certified circular PP - SABIC®
QRYSTAL copolymer, which creates the capsules
from post-consumer recycled material. The
capsules are made specifically for the new
Avoury® One teamachine launched in late 2019,
which enables the consumer tomake a premium
cup of tea with just the click of a button. The
transparent tea capsules take the consumer
experience one step further, allowing them to
not only taste the high quality tea but also see it
inside the capsule.

Holger Feldmann, CEO atMelitta Single
Portions, said: “We naturally want to ensure an
exceptional tea experience andwewant to prove
that it is possible for resources to be used

responsibly. With Avoury® tea capsules we can
prove both.”

SABIC’s TRUCIRCLE portfolio and
services is a considerable milestone on the
journey towards closing the loop and creating a
circular economy for plastics. It showcases
SABIC’s circular innovations and can help
manufacturers reduce plastic waste by using
sustainable materials. The TRUCIRCLE portfolio
spans design for recyclability, mechanically
recycled products, certified circular products
from feedstock recycling of used plastic and
certified renewables products from bio-based
feedstock.
www.sabic.com

Germanpackaging
company
Greif-Velox
launches American
subsidiary
Greif-Velox, which manufactures full-line
packaging machines for solids, powders and
liquids, has opened the doors to Greif-Velox
America LLC, a wholly-owned subsidiary that will
operate regional sales and service in North,
Central and South America. To date, Greif-Velox
Germany has supported customers in 89
countries and continues to expand internation-
ally.

The launch of the new site, which will
be located in Sacramento, California, in the U.S.,
gives Greif-Velox a direct footprint in a major
market.

"Many of our international customers
operate factories in Europe and Asia as well as
North and South America. At the same time, the
U.S. is the world's largest market for packaging
machines. With the founding of our new
subsidiary, we will gain firm footing in the
international market," said Ralf Drews, CEO of
Greif-Velox.

www.greif-velox.com
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Berlin Packaging
acquires Dutch
company Vinkova
Berlin Packaging, leader in the supply of
glass, plastic and metal containers and closures,
acquired on 6th October Vinkova B.V., important
supplier of food products and drink glass
packaging solutions, based in Bussum, the
Netherlands.

With more than 50 years of experience,
Vinkova offers a huge range of tailored solutions
and products to a large customer base on the
Dutchmarket, boasting solid industry know-how
and strong relations with some of Europe’smost
important glass producers.

The strategic joining of Vinkova is, for
Berlin Packaging, the completion of the range of-
fered on the Dutch market, supplementing the
innovative plastic and metal solutions and
innovative closures already marketed on the
territory since 2019.

Berlin Packaging is a global player
supplying packaging solutions and services to
customers of all types, across the globe, in all
industrial sectors. The company is based in North
America, where it has been operating since
1898, and boasts a global footprint that is
expanding rapidly, with more than 130 offices
and warehouses worldwide.
www.BerlinPackaging.com
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NewSyntegon
Pack 202 flow
wrapper
Syntegon Technology has launched the next
generation of flowwrappers -– the Pack 202. As
the successor of the Pack 201, the machine is a
fully automated horizontal flow wrapping
machine for low to medium speeds. The flow
wrapper is suitable for bars, bakery products,
cookies and crackers, as well as non-food
applications. With the Pack 202, manufacturers
benefit from a number of technological advances
that were first introduced on the new Pack 403
last year, including an easily removable discharge
belt, upgrades to the cross-seal and fin seal
units, and a highly intuitive, user-centered
design. “Our new flow wrapper for small to
mid-sized manufacturers certainly packs a
punch: We were able to integrate some of the
features of our Pack 403 for medium to high
speed applications into the new Pack 202. The
machine is easy to operate, clean and maintain,
which reduces downtime and maximizes overall
equipment effectiveness,” Christiaan Mulder,
product manager at Syntegon in Schiedam,
Netherlands, states. The Pack 202 is a heat-
sealing flow wrapper. Supported pack styles
include pillow, gusseted and easy-to-open packs.
www.sealed-air.com

Sealed Air invents unique
vacuum packaging for
cheese
Sealed Air has developed a unique soft
vacuum packaging system with continuous flow
to help cheese processors optimise product
quality and improve sustainability.

The revolutionary CRYOVAC® brand
SVS45 uses up to 50% less energy compared to
systems delivering similar levels of outputs,
whilst also improving packaging speeds and
better preserving cheese structure, texture and
taste.

CRYOVAC® brand SVS45 combines a
differential pressure vacuum with controlled
pressure hot sealing. The technology uses just
the right amount of energy to extract air from
the pack, while the cheese remains exposed to
atmospheric pressure and is packaged in a
continuous motion to achieve high throughput.

Peter Thuerig, Director of Food
Packaging Equipment at Sealed Air, explains: “The
technology and patented design of CRYOVAC®
brand SVS45 are completely new to market and
game-changing for cheese producers and
processors. The soft vacuum completely
removes air, without damaging a cheese’s porous
structure. This better protects quality and flavour,
also enhances the final packaged appearance of
the cheese, meeting customer expectations.
These benefits are all achieved without a tradi-
tional vacuum chamber, which is far from ideal
for packaging sensitive products such as cheese.”

The innovative system uses around ten
times less compressed air than traditional
vacuum systems, reducing energy consumption.
Sustainability is further enhanced through the
use of Sealed Air’s range of different CRYOVAC®

brand materials such as shrink bags, tubing and
CRYOVAC® brand OptiDure™ bags.

Aldo Galbusera, Marketing Manager
EMEA Cheese & SPM at Sealed Air, adds:
“Thermoforming materials typically used for
packaging standard Euroblock cheeses weigh 71
grams. CRYOVAC® brand SVS45 is designed for
Sealed Air shrink bags, which weigh less than
half of this - 32 grams. This enables cheese
processors to significantly reducematerial usage
per pack and save hundreds of thousands of
tonnes of carbon dioxide.”

CRYOVAC® brand SVS45 can be used to
vacuum and seal hard and semi-hard cheeses,
ranging in size from standard 500 gram formats
to larger blocks weighing over 25 kilograms. The
fully automated system can package between 10
to 40 cheeses per minute.

Aldo Galbusera concludes: “While
cheese makers generally prefer to use soft
vacuum systems to protect the texture and
flavour of the cheese, they have to compromise
in terms of efficiency and productivity. Sealed Air
has invented a completely new system, which
means they no longer have to make that choice.
The CRYOVAC® SVS45 brand increases perform-
ance, protects product integrity and enhances
brand perception by maintaining taste and
improving product aesthetics and sustainability.”
sealedair.co.uk/en-gb/food-care/food-care-
products/cryovac-brand-svs45

KMPackaging launchesmonomaterial
polypropylene lidding films
Global flexible packaging and lidding films
supplier KM Packaging has launched a new range
of mono-polymer material lidding films, made
from polypropylene (PP), that is designed for
recyclability.

The sustainable films seal and peel to PP
and PE-lined PP trays and can be used during
microwave cooking as well as being suitable for
ambient, chilled, or frozen applications.

Part of KM’s K Peel range, it allows food
manufacturers to meet the growing demand,
particularly from supermarkets, for mono
material packaging that is designed for recycling.

The lidding films are ideal for the pack-
aging of poultry, meat, and chilled prepared
foods. Features include:
• Mono structure made of one material type.
• Designed for recyclability.
• Ideal for use during food preparation and
microwave cooking.

• Peelable from the tray.
• Suitable for ambient, chilled, or frozen
applications.

• Exceptional transparency.
• Excellent anti-fog capability.
• Available with or without barrier.

As well as satisfying the needs of super-
markets and consumers who are seeking more
recycle-ready solutions, KM is helping to future-
proof its food packaging.

KM Packaging’s Commercial Director
Graham Holding explained: “If you have a piece
of flexible packaging that, for example, is a
combination of paper, plastic, and aluminium
foil, then that would be a really difficult thing to
segregate and put into a recycling stream.

“It is anticipated that the UK govern-
ment’s Extended Packaging Producer responsi-
bility regulations, due in 2023, will quite highly
penalise packaging like this that is difficult to
recycle.”

The new PP lidding film is also designed
for recycling around the world, with some
countries already having well-developed recycling
infrastructures for polyolefin (polyethylene and
polypropylene) plastics.
www.kpfilms.com
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Electronic Temperature
Instruments launches TimeWash
digital timer for hand washing
Electronic Temperature Instruments (ETI), the
UK’s largest digital thermometer manufacturer
and exporter of electronic thermometers and
temperature probes, has launched a new sensor-
based digital timer to encourage hand washing.
The new TimeWash is designed for restaurants,
hospitals, schools and any business where hand
hygiene is critical as the UK emerges from
lockdown and people return to work.

For a more effective display, the ETI
TimeWash, which costs £19.20 inclusive of VAT,
can be mounted onto a wall using supplied
Velcro or double-sized tape, displayed in this
‘how to’ video.

By utilising sensors, the TimeWash timer
is activated by a wave of the hand which starts
the countdown timer. The large clear LCD acts
as a visual progress monitor and when the time
is complete the user will hear an audible alarm
indicating that their hand wash is complete.

The model incorporates eight pre-set
countdown times: 20, 30 and 40 seconds, 1, 2,

3, 4 and 10 minutes. The set time button is
discreetly positioned on the rear of the unit.

Peter Webb, ETI Managing Director,
comments: “The TimeWash is designed to
encourage employees to take time to thoroughly
wash their hands by giving them a visual cue.
Technology can help on all fronts when it comes
to dispelling any anxieties about workplace
hygiene and returning to work. Products like the
TimeWash can reinforce new behaviours by
reminding staff to remain hygienic which reduces
cross-contamination. Workplaces with the
TimeWash will also reassure its occupants that
preventative infection control measures are being
taken seriously.”

For more information on TimeWash®
Digital HandWash Timer please visit https://ther-
mometer.co.uk/timers-alarms/1352-timewash-
digital-timer-for-hand-washing.html?search_que
ry=timer&results=13&goal=0_4d990ad939-
da689b675e-61092732&mc_cid=da689b675
e&mc_eid=5439c0f7a8

SICK’s Deep Learning brings simplicity
to complex AI inspection
SICK has launched a suite of Deep Learning
apps and services to simplify machine vision
quality inspection for challenging food products
and agricultural produce, especially those that
have previously defied automation and remained
distinguishable only by human inspection.

SICK Deep Learning radically reduces
set-up time and cost by enabling Artificial
Intelligence image classification to run directly
onboard SICK smart devices. With Deep Learn-
ing, programmable SICK devices take decisions
automatically using specially-optimised neural
networks and run accurate and reliable inspec-
tions that would have previously been extremely
challenging or simply impossible to achieve in
food manufacturing processes.

Developed with user-simplicity at their
core, SICK’s Deep Learning products cater for a
wide range of needs and skill levels. The Deep
Learning Starter App is designed for easy-set up
by entry-level users, while the ready-to-use
Intelligent Inspection Sensor App provides quick
and easy integration with a large set of config-
urable machine vision tools. More experienced
programmers and integrators can also create
and customise their own Deep Learning sensor
apps using the SICK AppSpace software
platform.

“With SICK Deep Learning, what
formerly took a team of developers half a year to
create, can now be achieved for a relatively small
investment in a just a few hours,” says Neil
Sandhu, SICK’s UK Product Manager for

Imaging, Measurement and Ranging. “Machine
builders and production teams alike can revisit
inspection processes that have previously been
too complex to automate, whether retrofitting
systems into existing production environments
or developing completely new machines.

“Through a simple step-by-step user
interface, the SICK neural networks are trained
by being shown example images and learn in the
same way that humans do to judge a good
inspection and what variations can be tolerated.

“There is no need for laborious devel-
opment using a set of rules and algorithms to
identify defects, find patterns or edges, which
can be particularly time-consuming for items
that are more difficult to assess such as vegeta-
bles, fruit and baked goods, for example.”

Released as part of the initial launch,
SICK Deep Learning is available using the
Inspector P 621 2D vision sensor, and the SIM
1012 programmable Sensor IntegrationMachine
generally running with SICK’s Picocam or
Midicam streaming cameras. The longer-term
roll-out will see SICK Deep Learning enabled
across both SICK smart 2D and 3D vision
sensors, and SICK data processing gateways.

With SICK Deep Learning, the image
inference is carried out directly on the device in
a short and predictable decision time, without
the need for an additional PC, and results are
output to the control as sensor values. Because
system training is done in the Cloud, there is also
no need for separate training hardware or soft-
ware, saving on implementation time and cost.

SYNC – A new
dimension in
particle analysis
The Microtrac MRB SYNC Analyzer provides
traditional users of laser diffraction technology
with exciting new capabilities to characterize
their materials. The proven tri-laser technology
provides accurate and repeatable laser diffrac-
tion information from light detected over 163
degrees of angular scatter. When combinedwith
state-of-the-art camera technology capturing
images of the particle stream at the same time,
the SYNC offers not only size data but also
additional information about the shape of the
materials and the quality of the dispersion.

The patented synchronous measure-
ment technology of the SYNC allows users to
make both a laser diffraction measurement and
image analysis on a single sample, in the same
sample cell at the same time: One sample, one
optical bench, one flow path, one sample cell,
one integrated GUI, one analysis.

This makes the SYNC ideally suited for
both routine QC and research applications; it
provides valuable information to researchers as
they develop new materials and processes. The
powerful software interface offers both particle
size distribution information as well as a multi-
tude ofmorphological parameters. The patented
BLEND routine allows users to examine materi-
als over a wide size range from 0.01 microns to
4000 microns

Microtrac MRB is a leading manufac-
turer of instruments used for particle character-
ization in a size range from 0.8 nm to 135 mm.
Based on a variety of measurement techniques,
a wide range of particle properties of dry
powders and granulates as well as of suspen-
sions and emulsions can be analyzed. The
product portfolio is completed by gas adsorp-
tion analyzers.
www.verder-scientific.com

Send your product launch news
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terryprior@innovationsfood.com
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Level monitoring simplified:
local and remote
Featuring an IO-Link interface for reliable data
acquisition and easy parameterisation, as well as
conventional analogue and switching outputs,
the new LR-series level transmitters from ifm
electronic provide accurate, convenient and
reliable level monitoring for liquids in all types of
tanks and vessels. In addition, when they are
used in conjunction with ifm IO Key remote IoT
gateway, the new level sensors offer a versatile
and cost-effective solution for remote monitor-
ing of storage tanks.

The small size of LR level transmitters
makes them easy to install even when space is
limited, while their wide operating temperature
range of -25 to +80 ºC and their IP69K ingress
protection rating allow them to operate reliably
even in harsh environments. They are available
with probe lengths from 10 to 200 cm and the
probes can, if necessary, be shortened by the

user to suit specific applications.
LR level transmitters are currently avail-

able in versions with one switching output and
one 4-20 mA or 0-10 V analogue output, with
two switching outputs and with four switching
outputs. All versions feature an IO-Link interface
which can be used for reliable transmission
of measured values even in the presence of
electrical noise, and also for on-line or off-line
parameterisation using an IO-Link master or a
PC.

In applications where remote monitor-
ing of levels is required, the IO Key remote IoT
gateway is an ideal partner for the new level
transmitters. It supports up to two level trans-
mitters (or other IO-Link sensors) and transmits
data wirelessly via the GSM mobile network.
Requiring only a 24 V DC supply and access to
the GSM network for operation, IO Keymodules
are fully preconfigured and need no SIM card.

Digitalization, Industry 4.0, and their
importance for product inspection
Digitalization and Industry 4.0 have been the
most discussed topics in industry for a while.
Despite this, there is currently no universally
standardized communications protocol with
which to quickly and simply connect system
components from different manufacturers. The
disadvantages of this status quo are clear:
reporting on overall plant performance can only
provide an incomplete picture, traceability (e.g.
for audits) remains limited, and potential for
improving uptime goes underutilized. As a
remedy to these issues, OPC UA protocol has
begun to establish itself as a the most likely
candidate for a universal communications stan-
dard.

Sesotec is making an important contri-
bution to alleviating these problems through the
introduction of its INTERLINK modules. With
INTERLINK, Sesotec metal detectors, metal
separators, and X-ray inspection systems can be
integrated into central control systems. By
networking production systems to enable
Industry 4.0 and IIoT (Industrial Internet of
Things) capabilities, efficiency gains can be
achieved.

Sesotec INTERLINK ensures the secure
and efficient exchange of data via OPC UA,
making it possible to perform central process
analysis to drive a targeted increase in productiv-

ity. It enables monitoring and control capabilities
within the existing company network. Using
cross-device data comparison, INTERLINK is able
to quickly detect errors and machine attrition.
Security and audit compliance is ensured by the
tamper-proof transmission of all data and user
activities. Furthermore, Sesotec INTERLINK is
specially equipped for compatibility with
Sesotec’s digital services, including predictive
maintenance, remote commissioning, and
remote access.

A prerequisite for the use of INTERLINK
is having integrated all relevant production equip-
ment into a central ERP or PPS system. Another
requirement is that the networked devices and
systems allow for secure and simple data
exchange.

Bartosch Jauernik, Product Manager
Plastics at Sesotec, summarizes the advantages
of INTERLINK: “A circular economy, sustainability,
and digitalization are THE defining topics for
German industrial companies. Increasing
productivity and profitability are inextricable from
these issues. Digitalized and automated produc-
tion processes deliver valuable data that can only
be analyzed with the use of safe, efficient, and
compliant communications modules. In this
sense, technologies such as Sesotec INTERLINK
are of central importance.”
www.sesotec.com

OMRON announces
theWorld's first
integrated controller
for fully automated
robotic production
systems
OMRON, a global leader in automation
technology, has announced the launch of the
world's first*_ “Robotic Integrated Controller”,
the new NJ501-R, based on OMRON’s industry
leading NJ series of machine controllers for
industrial automation.

With the integrated controller, it is
possible to automate advanced and complex
manual work and simulate the design and
modification of production facilities in a virtual
environment, and conduct maintenance
remotely.

The new machine controller offers
real-time synchronization between all automa-
tion equipment, including robots, vision compo-
nents, drives, and safety equipment.

Improving the speed and accuracy of
production, users can simulate entire production
lines without having to deploy physical equip-
ment. This will simplify maintenance, and reduce
time-to-market during the design, planning,
commissioning, and changeover processes.

Many industries are facing labor short-
age issues, and the world is experiencing amajor
turning point with how society conducts
business due to new global health concerns. As
a result, the demand of more advanced
automation with robots has increased, along
with a growing demand for digitalization.

Traditionally, automation equipment for
production facilities has been controlled by a
number of different controllers creating a major
challenge to setup and coordinate the speed and
timing between various devices. Also, it was very
difficult to verify a process design in advance and
with a high level of accuracy prior to construc-
tion of amachine or larger production line. After
the equipment is commissioned, adjustments
need to be made onsite and backtracking and
specification changes are common, resulting in a
huge number of man-hours.

As a manufacturer of motion sensors,
robotics, and safety equipment for fully
automated production lines, OMRON has now
addressed these issues by seamlessly integrating
the control equipment.

The "Robotic Integrated Controller" au-
tomates inserting and assembling processes that
require delicate and skillful processing. The ro-
bots and equipment are controlled and fully syn-
chronized in real-time by a single controller,
improving device performance, and achieving
the world's highest level of throughput*_.

OMRON has also unified the program-
ming languages for robot and machine control,
making it easy to simulate a production line with
single programming software. The system visu-
alizes the process, reducing man-hours for
process design and operational verification by up
to 50%*_. Furthermore, all of this can be con-
ducted remotely. Through Sysmac Studio’s user
interface, users can design, program, trou-
bleshoot, operate and maintain future automa-
tion systems remotely from anywhere in the
world. www.omron.com

Send your product launch news to Terry Prior
at terryprior@innovationsfood.com

You can also use the the power of our social media
Twitter: @innovfoodtech Instagram: @innovationsinfoodtechnology
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*Easily sorted and recycled where the right infrastructure is in place

Mono-material solution

Fully recyclable tray*

Seals through contamination

Lower sealing temperatures

Increased line speed and effi ciency

Made with up to 100% post-consumer recycled PET

kp Elite®

Unique recyclable MAP solution
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